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ABSTRACT
Quantitative metrics can aid decision-makers in making informed trade-off decisions. In
system-level security decisions, quantitative security metrics allow decision-makers to com-
pare the relative security of different system configurations.
To produce model-based quantitative security metrics, we have formally defined and im-
plemented the ADversary VIew Security Evaluation (ADVISE) method. Our approach is to
create an executable state-based security model of a system and an adversary that represents
how the adversary is likely to attack the system and the likely results of such an attack.
In an ADVISE model, attack steps are precisely defined and organized into an attack
execution graph, and an adversary profile captures a particular adversary’s attack preferences
and attack goals. We create executable security models that combine information from the
attack execution graph, the adversary profile, and the desired security metrics to produce
quantitative metrics data. The ADVISE model execution algorithms use the adversary
profile and the attack execution graph to simulate how the adversary is likely to attack the
system. The adversary selects the best next attack step by evaluating the attractiveness of
several attack steps, considering cost, payoff, and the probability of detection. The attack
step decision function compares the attractiveness of different attack steps by incorporating
the adversary’s attack preferences and attack goals. The attack step decision function uses
a state look-ahead tree to recursively compute how future attack decisions influence the
attractiveness values of the current attack step options.
To efficiently produce quantitative model-based security metrics, the ADVISE method
has been implemented in a tool that facilitates user input of system and adversary data
and automatically generates executable models. The tool was used in two case studies
that illustrate how to analyze the security of a system using the ADVISE method. The
case studies demonstrate the feasibility of ADVISE and provide an example of the type of
security analysis that ADVISE enables.
The ADVISE method aggregates security-relevant information about a system and its
adversaries to produce a quantitative security analysis useful for holistic system security
ii
decisions. System architects can use ADVISE models to compare the security strength of
system architecture variants and analyze the threats posed by different adversaries.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation for System Security Metrics
Making sound security decisions when designing, operating, and maintaining a complex
system is a challenging task. Analysts need to be able to understand and predict how
different factors affect the overall system security.
During system design, before the system is built, security analysts usually want to compare
the security of multiple proposed system architectures. After a system is deployed, analysts
try to determine where security enhancement efforts should be focused by examining how the
system is most likely to be successfully penetrated. And when several security enhancement
options are being considered, analysts evaluate the relative merits of each.
In each of these scenarios, quantitative security metrics could provide insight on system
security and aid security decisions. Quantitative metrics enable ranking of the alternatives to
determine the best option. Quantitative assessments of system security are also valuable for
risk management trade-off decisions. Quantitative metrics can also help analysts understand
the ability of a system to continue operating under attack in an adversarial environment.
Many low-level security metrics exist [3], but the challenge is to produce a quantitative
assessment of the security of the system as a whole. This requires an understanding of how
the components interact within the system. We propose to construct a security model of the
system to facilitate a quantitative holistic security assessment.
An effective security model should contain system information relevant to a security analy-
sis, including the penetrability of security-enforcing devices such as firewalls and the existence
This chapter contains previously published material by E. LeMay, W. Unkenholz, D. Parks, C. Muehrcke,
K. Keefe, and W. H. Sanders [1] and by E. LeMay, M. D. Ford, K. Keefe, W. H. Sanders, and C. Muehrcke [2].
The material from [1] is reused by permission of ACM and was published in the Proceedings of the 6th
International Workshop on Security Measurements and Metrics (MetriSec 2010) http://doi.acm.org/10.
1145/1853919.1853926. The material from [2] is reused by permission of IEEE and was published in the
Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Quantitative Evaluation of SysTems (QEST 2011).
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of possible connection paths between disparate parts of a system. Our method provides a
formal structure to aggregate relevant system details in an organized fashion.
An effective security model should also describe the adversaries threatening the system.
One key component of our approach is the inclusion of adversary attack behavior models.
We assert that meaningful measurements of system security cannot occur in a vacuum devoid
of information about the system’s adversaries. A system defense should be evaluated in the
context of the anticipated opponents.
Different systems face different adversaries. Corporate networks may be attacked by un-
scrupulous competitors, criminals, script kiddies, or disgruntled employees. Government-
owned systems and critical infrastructure systems may attract attacks from nation-state
adversaries. To produce meaningful analysis results, security should be analyzed in the
context of the specific adversaries likely to attack the system.
For this adversary-behavior-modeling approach, a security model should include profiles
of the adversaries that enable predictions about their likely attack behavior. Our method
specifies how to generate an adversary profile containing attack goals, attack preferences, and
other factors that influence attack behavior decisions. Our method also includes algorithms
for making probabilistic statements about attack behavior based on an adversary profile.
1.2 Related Work Motivation
Our method produces holistic quantitative security assessments to aid system-level security
design decisions by evaluating alternatives. Other tools already exist for detailed configura-
tion analysis of deployed systems; this is not the purpose of our method.
Our method is not the first instance of model-based security analysis. Attack trees [4]
have been used to describe how sets of events can constitute a security compromise. Events
are represented as leaf nodes in the attack tree. Events are joined together with AND or OR
nodes, and the security compromise is represented as the root node. For example, entering
a locked room (the root node security compromise) might be accomplished by (1) using a
stolen door key OR (2) picking the door lock (the two leaf nodes connected by an OR node).
Attack trees are useful for thinking about multiple ways that an attacker can reach an attack
goal. However, attack trees do not contain a notion of time, which prohibits expression of
attacks as time-ordered sequences of events.
Attack graphs [5, 6, 7] and privilege graphs [8, 9, 10] extend attack trees by introducing
state to the analysis. The nodes in a privilege graph represent privilege states. An attacker
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starts at one node in the privilege graph and works toward an attack goal by gaining privilege
and transitioning to new privilege states. Attack graphs and privilege graphs enable state-
based analysis, but they do not consider the different attack goals and attack preferences of
individual adversaries. Our ADVISE method extends the attack graph concept by creating
executable models driven by the attack preferences of individual adversaries. Thus, an
analysis using our method can be customized to reflect the attack behavior of different types
of adversaries with different attack objectives, attack preferences, resource levels, attack skill
levels, system access, and system knowledge.
Adversary-based analysis is the focus of some other system security analysis techniques.
Mission Oriented Risk and Design Analysis (MORDA) [11, 12, 13] was developed by the
U. S. National Security Agency (NSA). MORDA assesses system risk by calculating attack
scores for a set of system attacks. The scores are based on adversary attack preferences and
the impact of the attack on the system mission. Our work in characterizing adversaries was
inspired by the MORDA adversary characterization. A version of MORDA is commercially
available under the name MIRROR.
The Network Risk Assessment Tool (NRAT) [14] was also developed at NSA. NRAT
assesses mission risk by computing the attack competency of potential attackers and the
system vulnerability. The computations are performed by examining a set of attributes
about the threat actors (adversaries), the attacks, and the information system protection
(defense). Each attack analyzed by NRAT is individually analyzed; there is no support for
analyzing multiple-step attacks.
Neither NRAT nor MORDA is designed for state-based analysis. The adversarial decision
represented in these methods is a one-time selection of a full attack vector. In contrast,
our ADVISE method models step-by-step adversarial decisions, in which the outcome of
the previous attack step decision impacts the next decision. The state-based nature of our
approach enables insight on how attackers are likely to interact with the system as they
attempt attacks.
Besides using specialized security analysis methods, security analysts could design a unique
security model for each system analysis, but our method introduces a precise, repeatable
technique to create state-based security models. Custom models can be expensive and slow
to build, but our method makes it possible to use security metrics modeling across a much
broader range of projects and project budgets. The precise format of the models also facili-
tates review by third parties.
3
1.3 Thesis Statement
There is a need for holistic quantitative security assessments of systems in order to evaluate
alternatives to aid system-level security decisions.
It is our thesis that a model formalism, execution algorithm, and analysis methods can be
created such that security-relevant information about system components and adversaries
can be analyzed to produce a holistic quantitative evaluation of system-level security.
This dissertation contains the following contributions:
• a new adversary-driven, state-based system security evaluation method called ADver-
sary VIew Security Evaluation (ADVISE), which includes
– a precise adversary characterization formalism that enables simulation of how a
particular adversary is likely to attack a system
– a precise system characterization formalism that describes the possible attack
paths into a system and includes security-relevant system details
– a precise metrics specification formalism
– a method to create executable models that can produce mission-relevant quanti-
tative security metrics
– an attack decision function for computing adversary attack decisions
– an execution algorithm for simulating adversary attack decisions and attack at-
tempt outcomes
• formulation of attack step selection as a Markov decision process,
• analysis of the performance of the attack decision function, and
• two case studies to demonstrate how the ADVISE method can be used to analyze the
security of realistic systems.
1.4 ADVISE Method Overview
The approach of the ADVISE method is to create an executable state-based security model of
the system. The security model is initialized with information characterizing the system and
the adversaries attacking the system. The analyst specifies the security metrics of interest
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Figure 1.1: The ADVISE method produces quantitative model-based system security
metrics.
for the system and generates metrics data by computing numerical solutions or running
discrete-event simulations of the adversaries attacking the system.
The ADVISE method for system security analysis consists of three main phases. Phase one
is the characterization of the system and its adversaries and the specification of the desired
security metrics. Phase two is the generation of an executable security model created from
the characterization information from phase one. Phase three is the execution of the security
model generated in phase two. Quantitative security metrics are produced as model outputs.
Figure 1.1 illustrates how the three phases of the ADVISE method assist security analysts
in generating answers to security decision questions by incorporating information about the
system, its adversaries, and the security metrics.
The ADVISE method precisely specifies the format of the system and adversary charac-
terization data. The adversary characterization describes the system-specific attack goals
of a particular adversary as well as a more general statement on how the adversary prefers
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to conduct attacks (e.g., risk-averse or risk-tolerant). The adversary characterization also
includes ratings of the adversary’s skill levels in conducting a variety of types of attacks as
well as an initial assessment of what access to the system and knowledge about the system
the adversary possesses before beginning any attacks.
The system characterization data in an ADVISE analysis are aggregated into an attack
execution graph, which is similar to an attack graph but augmented with additional data
needed to create an executable model. Attacks against a system are constructed of chains of
small attack steps. Each attack step, if successfully executed, can increase the adversary’s
access to or knowledge of the system and move him or her closer to achieving attack goals,
such as loss of confidentiality of specific data, loss of integrity of specific data, or loss of
availability of specific services and/or data within the system. The attack execution graph
defines and describes all possible attack steps an adversary could try against the system.
The metrics specification enables the executable model to produce output relevant to the
security question posed. The metrics enable an analyst to study the average time for an
adversary to reach an attack goal, the most likely attack path to an attack goal, and the
average total cost to the adversary to reach an attack goal.
The executable security model simulates the adversary attack behavior. The simulation
involves three computations for each attack step: the Boolean expression evaluation of the
attack step precondition, the attack step attempt decision, and the attack step attempt
outcome. These values are computed using the system and adversary characterization data,
as well as current state information provided by the security model.
In that way, the ADVISE method produces mission-relevant (as specified by an analyst)
security metrics from the simulation output.
1.5 Dissertation Organization
The remainder of this dissertation defines and explains the ADVISE model formalism and
then demonstrates its use in two example system security analyses.
Chapter 2 describes the precise formalisms used for characterizing adversaries and possible
attacks against systems. We introduce the attack execution graph and the adversary profile.
Chapter 3 presents the ADVISE model execution algorithm. We introduce the attack step
decision function by explaining the decision computation of a short-sighted adversary. Then
we explain the recursive decision computation of a long-range-planning adversary. Next we
show how a discrete-event simulation algorithm uses the attack step decision function to
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execute and solve ADVISE models. Chapter 3 also contains a formulation of the attack step
decision function as a Markov decision process. Using this formulation, we present several
proofs concerning the optimality of the decision function. We then introduce an alternative
decision function that we show always produces provably optimal attack decisions. We
conclude the chapter with a performance analysis of the ADVISE decision computation.
Chapter 4 describes two types of ADVISE security metrics: state metrics and event met-
rics. We also propose conditional reporting as a technique to study correlations between
different metrics. After discussing how different security analysis objectives require different
security metrics, we provide a list of some example security metrics.
Chapter 5 contains two case studies demonstrating the use of the ADVISE method to
perform system security analysis. The first case study evaluates the security of two variants
of a generic supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system architecture. The
second case study examines the security of an electric power distribution system. We study
the attack paths of six different adversaries and identify a commonly selected attack step.
We also demonstrate how an ADVISE model can be linked with other types of discrete-event
simulation models so that we can include a system repair model or a system impact model
in the security analysis.
In Chapter 6, we compare ADVISE with other related work. We also discuss the benefits,
limitations, and assumptions of ADVISE. In Chapter 7, we conclude with a discussion of
possible applications and extensions of the ADVISE method. Appendix A describes the tool
implementation of the ADVISE method. This tool was used to run simulations and collect
results for the case studies.
The basic analysis philosophy of the ADVISE method was first published as a “fast ab-
stract” at the 2010 International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks (DSN
2010) [15]. A more detailed description was published as a paper at the 6th International
Workshop on Security Measurements and Metrics (MetriSec 2010) [1]. After the tool was
implemented, initial case study results were published at the 8th International Conference on
Quantitative Evaluation of SysTems (QEST 2011) [2]. The QEST 2011 paper also contains
a more formal definition of the ADVISE formalism than earlier publications.
The material in the QEST 2011 paper [2] is included in this dissertation in Chapter 1
(specifically, Section 1.2), Chapter 2, Chapter 3 (specifically, Sections 3.1 and 3.2), Chapter 4
(specifically, Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3), Chapter 5 (specifically, Section 5.1) and Chapter 7.
Material from the MetriSec 2010 paper [1] is included in Chapter 1 (specifically, Sections 1.1
and 1.4).
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CHAPTER 2
ADVISE FORMALISM DEFINITION
A system security analysis using the ADVISE method begins by specifying an attack execu-
tion graph (AEG) to represent all potential attack steps against the system and specifying an
adversary profile. The ADVISE model formalism collects and organizes specific information
about possible attacks and adversaries. This information is then used to automatically gen-
erate an executable model that represents how the adversary is likely to attack the system.
2.1 Attack Execution Graph Definition
A security analyst builds an AEG by thinking about attacks in terms of many small attack
steps. Each attack step achieves some attack goal or makes progress toward an attack goal
by changing the adversary’s access to or knowledge of the system. For example, one attack
step could be to obtain a user password (gaining knowledge); another attack step could be
to log in to an internal network (gaining access); still other attack steps could allow an
adversary to crash a server or read proprietary information (achieving attack goals).
An attack execution graph is defined by the tuple
〈A,R,K, S,G〉, (2.1)
where A is the set of attack steps against the system, R is the set of access domains in the
system, K is the set of knowledge items relevant to attacking the system, S is the set of
adversary attack skills relevant to attacking the system, and G is the set of adversary attack
goals relevant to the system.
In a pictorial representation of an AEG (see Figure 2.1), the attack steps are rectangular
boxes, the access domains are squares, the knowledge items are circles, the attack skills are
This chapter contains previously published material by E. LeMay, M. D. Ford, K. Keefe, W. H. Sanders,
and C. Muehrcke [2]. The material from [2] is reused by permission of IEEE and was published in Proceedings
of the 8th International Conference on Quantitative Evaluation of SysTems (QEST 2011).
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Figure 2.1: An attack execution graph (AEG) represents possible attacks against a system
that an adversary can use to reach his or her attack goals.
triangles, and the attack goals are ovals. In this simple AEG, the attack goal is to embar-
rass the company by gaining corporate network access. There are two attack approaches
represented by the two attack steps: “Gain Corporate Network Access Through VPN” and
“Gain Corporate Network Access Through Local Physical Access.” The objects with arrows
pointing towards an attack step are the access, skills, knowledge, or goals that are relevant to
determining if the adversary can attempt the attack step. For example, the adversary must
first possess “Local Physical Access” before attempting the latter attack step. The objects
with arrows pointing away from the attack step are the access, knowledge, or goals that can
be affected when an adversary attempts the attack step. For example, either attack step in
Figure 2.1 can enable the adversary to obtain “Corporate Network Access” and achieve the
“Embarrass Company” goal.
In more complex AEGs, attack steps are joined through the access, knowledge, and goal
objects to form a graph-like structure, as shown in the case study AEG (Figure 5.3).
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2.2 Attack Step Definition
Each attack step ai ∈ A in the AEG is defined in such a way that the AEG can be converted
later into an executable model. Formally, an attack step ai is a tuple:
ai = 〈Bi, Ti, Ci, Oi, P ri, Di, Ei〉. (2.2)
The components of an attack step are defined as functions of model state s ∈ X, where
X is the set of all model states (to be defined later).
Bi : X → {True, False} is a Boolean precondition. The precondition evaluates to true if
the adversary possesses what is required to attempt the attack step (specific access, knowl-
edge, and/or attack skills) but does not already possess what can be gained by successfully
completing this attack step (specific access, knowledge, and/or attack goals). For example,
to attempt the attack step “Gain Corporate Network Access Through VPN” in Figure 2.1,
the precondition requires that the adversary have Internet access and either the skill to ex-
ploit the VPN or knowledge of a VPN account password. The precondition also specifies
that the adversary will not attempt this attack step if he or she already possesses “Corporate
Network Access.”
Ti : X × R+ → [0, 1] is the length of time required to attempt the attack step. Ti(s)
is a random variable defined by a probability distribution function over the positive real
numbers.
Ci : X → R≥0 is the cost of attempting the attack step (regardless of the outcome).
Oi is the finite set of outcomes. For many attack steps, the set of outcomes contains two
elements: success and failure.
Pri : X × Oi → [0, 1] is the probability that outcome o ∈ Oi will occur after the attack
step is attempted, where
∑
o∈Oi Pri(s, o) = 1 for all s. System defenses and countermeasures
can affect the outcome probabilities.
Di : X × Oi → [0, 1] is the probability that the attack will be detected when outcome
o ∈ Oi occurs.
Ei : X ×Oi → X is the next-state that results when outcome o ∈ Oi occurs.
Every AEG contains a “do-nothing” attack step, aDN . The do-nothing attack step rep-
resents the option of an adversary to refrain from attempting any active attack against the
system. The precondition BDN is always true. The time, TDN , is the period of time that
elapses before the adversary reconsiders the decision to do nothing, which depends on the
particular adversary. For most AEGs, the cost CDN is zero, the detection probability DDN
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is zero, the next-state is the same as the current state (EDN(s, o) = s, ∀s ∈ X), there is
only one outcome o ∈ ODN , and the probability of that outcome, PrDN(s, o), is one. The
existence of the do-nothing attack step means that, regardless of the model state, there is
always at least one attack step in the AEG whose precondition is satisfied.
2.3 Model State Definition
The model state, s ∈ X, reflects the progress of the adversary in attacking the system and
is defined by
s = 〈Rs, Ks, Gs〉, (2.3)
where Rs ⊆ R is the set of access domains that the adversary can access, Ks ⊆ K is the set
of knowledge items that the adversary possesses, and Gs ⊆ G is the set of attack goals the
adversary has achieved. X is the finite set of all model states.
2.4 Adversary Profile Definition
The adversary profile is defined by the tuple
〈s0, L, V, P, wC , wP , wD, UC , UP , UD, N〉, (2.4)
where s0 ∈ X is the initial model state; L is the attack skill level function; V is the attack
goal value function; P is the payoff value function; wC , wP , and wD are the attack prefer-
ence weights for cost, payoff, and detection probability, respectively; UC , UP , and UD are
the utility functions for cost, payoff, and detection probability, respectively; and N is the
planning horizon.
The initial model state, s0, describes the starting point of the adversary’s attack. An
insider adversary will likely start with more access and knowledge than an outsider.
The attack skill level function, L : S → [0, 1], describes the attack proficiency of the
adversary by mapping each attack skill in the AEG to a value in the range [0, 1]. A greater
skill level is represented by a larger value. To provide a reference for assigning consistent
skill level ratings, an analyst-defined rubric could be developed for each attack skill.
The attack goal value function, V : G → R≥0, describes the monetary-equivalent value
of each attack goal in the AEG from the viewpoint of the adversary. Each attack goal is
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assigned a nonnegative real number. A more valuable goal is assigned a larger value. The
payoff value function, P : X → R≥0, describes the total value of all goals achieved in model
state s ∈ X. For example, the payoff value of a model state could be the sum of the values
of all goals achieved in that state.
The attack preference weights, wC , wP , wD ∈ [0, 1], describe the relative attractiveness of
incremental changes in each of the three core criteria that adversaries consider when deciding
among their attack options. The weight wC is the relative attractiveness of decreasing
the cost to the adversary in attempting the attack step. The weight wP is the relative
attractiveness of increasing the payoff to the adversary for successfully executing the attack
step. The weight wD is the relative attractiveness of decreasing the probability of being
detected by the system during or after attempting the attack step.
The utility functions (UC , UP , and UD) map the native values of each attractiveness cri-
terion to a [0, 1] utility scale, where higher utility values represent more desirable values.
The cost utility function, UC : R
≥0 → [0, 1], maps the monetary value of the attack step
cost to its utility according to the adversary. Because lower costs are more desirable (have a
higher utility), the cost utility function is a decreasing function. The payoff utility function,
UP : R
≥0 → [0, 1], maps the monetary value of the attack step payoff to its utility according
to the adversary. The payoff utility function is an increasing function. The detection utility
function, UD : [0, 1] → [0, 1], maps the probability of attack step detection to its utility
according to the adversary. Because lower detection probabilities are more desirable (have
a higher utility), the detection utility function is a decreasing function.
The planning horizon, N , is the number of steps into the future the adversary can con-
sider when making an attack decision. (The use of the planning horizon is explained in
Section 3.1.2.)
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CHAPTER 3
ADVISE EXECUTION ALGORITHM
The ADVISE model formalism enables the creation of executable models. An adversary
profile is coupled with an attack execution graph to produce an executable model that
represents how the adversary is likely to attack the system. ADVISE executable models can
be analyzed using discrete-event simulation.
The executable model includes the initial model state and the functions that govern state
transitions. When the model is analyzed using discrete event simulation, the execution
algorithm determines the sequence of state transitions that occur during a simulation run.
Taking into account the current model state and the adversary’s attack preferences, the
attack decision function mimics how an adversary chooses the next attack step. The outcome
of that attempt (whether the attack step succeeds or fails) determines the next state of the
model. This process repeats with the attack decision function choosing the next attack step.
The ADVISE model execution functions consist of the attack step decision function and
the attack step outcomes. The decision function produces a deterministic attack decision.
Given the same adversary attack preferences (defined in the adversary profile), the same
attack execution graph, and the same current model state, the decision function will always
select the same next attack step. (The exception is when multiple attack steps have exactly
the same attractiveness value; in this case, the decision function selects randomly from among
the attack steps with maximal attractiveness.)
In contrast, the attack step outcomes are stochastic. In the attack execution graph,
an attack step definition includes the probability of each outcome given that the step is
attempted. An attack step outcome is pseudo-randomly generated using those probability
distributions. The attack step outcomes determine the sequence of state transitions.
This chapter contains previously published material by E. LeMay, M. D. Ford, K. Keefe, W. H. Sanders,
and C. Muehrcke [2]. The material from [2] is reused by permission of IEEE and was published in Proceedings
of the 8th International Conference on Quantitative Evaluation of SysTems (QEST 2011).
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3.1 Attack Step Selection
The attack step decision function is based on an evaluation of the attractiveness of all
the available attack steps from the viewpoint of the adversary and the selection of a most
attractive attack step. The decision is based on the current model state s.
First, the decision function checks the precondition, Bi(s), of each attack step, ai, in the
attack execution graph. Recall that the precondition specifies the access, knowledge, and
skill that the adversary must possess (as well as the access, knowledge, and skill that the
adversary must not possess) to attempt the attack step. Attack steps whose preconditions
are satisfied based on the current model state s comprise the set of available attack steps As:
As = {ai ∈ A|(Bi(s) = True)}, (3.1)
where A is the set of all attack steps.
Next, the decision function evaluates the attractiveness of each available attack step us-
ing three decision criteria: the cost of attempting the attack, the expected probability of
detection, and the expected payoff in the state reached after the attack. The adversary
profile contains attack preference weights that reflect the relative importance of incremental
changes in these three decision dimensions.
We begin by explaining the attack step decision function for a short-sighted adversary.
This simplified adversary serves to introduce concepts we will extend in our explanation of
the long-range-planning adversary.
3.1.1 The Short-Sighted Adversary
In a short-sighted attack, the adversary only considers the immediate next attack steps
and the immediate next states that could result from those next steps. The attractive-
ness, attr(ai, s), of available attack step ai ∈ As based on current model state s is a linear
combination of the adversary attack preference weights with the data about the attack step:
attr(ai, s) = wC · UC(Ci(s)) + wP · UP (Pi(s)) + wD · UD(Di(s)), (3.2)
where Ci(s) is the cost of attempting attack step ai from state s, wC is the adversary
preference weight for cost, Pi(s) is the expected payoff after attempting attack step ai from
state s, wP is the adversary preference weight for payoff, Di(s) is the expected probability
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of detection associated with attempting attack step ai from state s, and wD is the adversary
preference weight for detection. UC(·), UP (·), and UD(·) are the adversary’s utility functions
for cost, payoff, and detection, respectively.
The adversary’s utility functions (UC(·), UP (·), and UD(·)) map the native values of each
attractiveness criterion to a [0, 1] utility scale, where higher utility values represent more
desirable values. The utility functions convert cost, payoff, and detection into an common
unit of “utility” so that the weighted average computation (in the attractiveness function)
is mathematically valid.
Pi(s), the expected payoff after attempting attack step ai from state s, is computed as
the sum of the payoff values in each possible next-state weighted by the probability of the
attack step outcome leading to that next-state:
Pi(s) =
∑
o∈Oi
(P (Ei(s, o)) · Pri(s, o)), (3.3)
where P (Ei(s, o)) is the payoff in next-state Ei(s, o) (as defined in Section 2.4).
Di(s), the expected detection probability after the adversary attempts attack step ai from
state s, is computed similarly:
Di(s) =
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o)). (3.4)
Then, for current model state s, the attack step decision function selects a best next attack
step, β(s), as an available attack step with the maximal attractiveness value:
β(s) ∈ {a∗ ∈ As|attr(a∗, s) = max
ai∈As
attr(ai, s)}. (3.5)
If multiple attack steps have the same maximal attractiveness value, then the attack step
decision function uniformly selects one attack step from the set of maximally attractive
attack steps.
3.1.2 The Long-Range-Planning Adversary
Equation (3.5) describes an attack decision based on information about the immediate next
attack step options and the resulting immediate next states; however, most real adversaries
do not attempt multi-step attacks by plunging blindly ahead looking only one step into the
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Figure 3.1: A state look-ahead tree (SLAT) explores all possible outcomes of all possible
attack steps from the root node (state s) to determine all possible next-states. Each
next-state becomes a child node in the SLAT.
future. Modeling a more sophisticated adversary decision requires a long-range-planning
attack step decision function. The adversary considers what goals can be achieved using a
sequence of attack steps. We modify Equations (3.2)–(3.5) to model the goal-driven attack
step selection of a long-range-planning adversary.
The planning horizon, N , is the number of steps into the future the adversary can consider
when making an attack decision. The planning horizon is analogous to the number of moves
a chess player can think ahead when planning his next move. The chess player must consider
what he can directly control (his own future moves), as well as what he cannot control (the
possible future moves of his opponent). Similarly, the adversary in our model must consider
both what he can control (his own attack step decisions), as well as what he cannot control
(the outcome of an attack attempt).
To analyze all possible sequences of attack steps of length N , we introduce the state look-
ahead tree (SLAT). The root node of the SLAT is the current state (labeled as state s in
Figure 3.1). The child nodes are the possible next states of the parent state. Each available
attack step in the parent state produces one or more child nodes. Each possible outcome of
an attack step produces one child node. All child nodes produced by the same attack step
are grouped together by a hash mark. In Figure 3.1, attack step ai is an available attack step
in state s, and outcome oj of attack step ai results in the model state transitioning to state
r. Construction of the SLAT continues with the exploration of the available attack steps in
the leaf node states of the SLAT and the addition of next-state child nodes that become the
new leaf nodes. This tree-building process continues until the leaf nodes are N attack steps
distant from the root node. Because the “do-nothing” attack step is an available attack step
in any state, we can always build a tree with leaf nodes N attack steps distant from the root
node. In the example SLAT in Figure 3.2, the planning horizon, N , is two.
After the top-down construction of the SLAT, the bottom-up, best-next-step analysis
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Figure 3.2: Construction of the SLAT continues with the exploration of the available
attack steps in the leaf node states of the SLAT and the addition of next-state child nodes
until the leaf nodes are N attack steps distant from the root node. Here, N = 2.
Figure 3.3: After the top-down construction of the SLAT, the bottom-up best next-step
analysis prunes off branches with non-maximal attractiveness. For each state in the pruned
SLAT, there is only one attack step group left; this attack step is the best next attack step
at that state, considering all attack step data between that state and the planning horizon
states.
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begins. To evaluate the attractiveness of attack step ai with a planning horizon of two,
the decision function needs to consider not only the cost, detection probability, and payoff
of ai itself, but also the cost, detection probability, and payoff of the attack step that will
be performed after ai. Assume that attempting attack step ai could transition the model
state to state r or state q. Considering state r, the decision function needs to evaluate the
attractiveness of attack steps am and ak to determine the best attack step in state r. For
illustration, let the best attack step from state r be am. The cost, detection probability, and
payoff of am are reported back to be used in the attractiveness calculation for attack step
ai. The other available attack steps (here, ak) are pruned from the tree. In this way, attack
decisions made at the bottom of the SLAT determine which cost, detection probability, and
payoff values are factored into the attack decisions higher in the SLAT. A pruned SLAT is
shown in Figure 3.3. For each state in the pruned SLAT, there is only one attack step group
left; this attack step is the best next attack step at that state taking into consideration all
attack step data between that state and the planning horizon states. (The exception is when
multiple attack steps have exactly the same attractiveness value; in this case, the decision
function selects one randomly from among the attack steps with maximal attractiveness.)
More formally, the best next attack step, βN(s), is uniformly selected from among the
available attack steps in model state s with the maximal attractiveness value, where the
attractiveness value is computed recursively using a planning horizon of N :
βN(s) ∈ {a∗ ∈ As|attrN(a∗, s) = max
ai∈As
attrN(ai, s)}. (3.6)
The attractiveness of an available attack step ai in state s is computed recursively in a way
that evaluates all possible sequences of attack steps of length N that begin with attack step
ai:
attrN(ai, s) = wC · UC(CNi (s)) + wP · UP (PNi (s)) + wD · UD(DNi (s)), (3.7)
where CNi (s) is the recursively computed expected path cost, wC is the adversary preference
weight for cost, PNi (s) is the recursively computed expected horizon payoff, wP is the adver-
sary preference weight for payoff, DNi (s) is the recursively computed expected path detection,
and wD is the adversary preference weight for detection. UC(·), UP (·), and UD(·) are the
adversary’s utility functions for cost, payoff, and detection, respectively.
The expected horizon payoff is based on the states that can be reached at the edge of
the planning horizon; the expected path cost and expected path detection are based on the
attack steps between the current state and the states at the edge of the planning horizon.
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The expected path cost, CNi (s), is the expected sum of attack step costs starting from
state s with attack step ai and continuing a total of N steps into the future:
CNi (s) =
 Ci(s), when N = 1,Ci(s) + ∑
o∈Oi
(CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)),when N > 1, (3.8)
where state r = Ei(s, o) is the next state after starting in state s, attempting attack step ai,
and obtaining outcome o. The definition of state r is also used in Equations (3.9)–(3.13).
The recursive definition for expected path cost requires determining the best next attack
step from state r with planning horizon (N − 1):
CN−1∗ (r) ≡ CN−1k (r) when βN−1(r) = ak. (3.9)
The expected horizon payoff, PNi (s), is the expected payoff in the state reached after
attempting attack step ai and continuing a total of N steps into the future:
PNi (s) =

∑
o∈Oi
(P (Ei(s, o)) · Pri(s, o)),when N = 1,∑
o∈Oi
(PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)), when N > 1.
(3.10)
Just as for the expected path cost, the computation of the expected horizon payoff requires
determining the best next attack step from state r with planning horizon (N − 1):
PN−1∗ (r) ≡ PN−1k (r) when βN−1(r) = ak. (3.11)
The expected path detection, DNi (s), is the expected probability of detection at any point
during attack step ai or the other attack steps, continuing a total of N steps into the future.
DNi (s) =

∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o)), when N = 1,∑
o∈Oi
((1− (1−Di(s, o)) · (1−DN−1∗ (r))) · Pri(s, o)),when N > 1.
(3.12)
Just as for the expected path cost and expected horizon payoff, the computation of the
expected path detection requires determining the best next attack step from state r with
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planning horizon (N − 1):
DN−1∗ (r) ≡ DN−1k (r) when βN−1(r) = ak. (3.13)
Note that when the planning horizon N is one, Equation (3.7) is equivalent to Equa-
tion (3.2).
As N grows, the time needed to perform the recursive attractiveness computation will
increase significantly due to exponential growth in the number of states to explore while
constructing the SLAT. However, for small values of N , the computation is tractable.
For the practical implementation of the recursive attractiveness computation, the SLAT
is constructed and pruned using an in-order traversal. An in-order traversal approach limits
the amount of space required for the attractiveness computation because only a small portion
of the SLAT is stored in memory at a time.
3.2 Model Simulation
When an ADVISE model is solved using discrete-event simulation, the initial model state is s0
from the adversary profile, and the state transitions are governed by the attack step decision
function βN(s), the outcome probability distributions Pri, and the next-state functions
Ei. The attack step decision function chooses one attack step; the outcome probability
distributions are used to randomly select one outcome of that attack step; and the next-
state function of that attack step outcome determines the next state. The model state
changes to that next state, and then the state transition process repeats.
During initialization, the simulation time is set to zero. Each attack step attempt advances
the simulation clock by an amount of time determined by a random sample from the attack
step execution time distribution defined by Ti. The simulation ends when the simulation
clock reaches a specified simulation end time τ .
The ADVISE model execution algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.1. The outcome proba-
bility distribution function Probi(State) refers to a discrete probability distribution, in which
each o ∈ Oi has probability Pri(State, o), as defined in the attack step definition.
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Algorithm 3.1 ADVISE Model Execution
1: Time ⇐ 0
2: State ⇐ s0
3: while Time < τ do
4: Attacki ← βN(State)
5: Outcome ← o, where o ∼ Probi(State)
6: Time ← Time + t, where t ∼ Ti(State)
7: State ← Ei(State,Outcome)
8: end while
3.3 Formulation of Attack Step Selection as a Markov Decision
Process
ADVISE attack step selection can be thought of as a stochastic security game in which
one player (the defense) has a fixed strategy and the other player (the adversary) faces
an optimization problem that can be characterized as a Markov decision process. In the
language of a stochastic security game, the defense’s fixed strategy is reflected in the outcome
probabilities for each attack step. The stronger the defense’s protection against an attack
step, the smaller the adversary’s probability of success for that attack step.
Each attack decision of the adversary is a Markov decision process. A Markov decision
process is a “model for sequential decision-making under uncertainty,” considering “both the
outcomes of current decisions and future decision-making opportunities” [16].
In a Markov decision process, a decision is made at each epoch t ∈ T . At each epoch, the
system is in a state s ∈ S, and the decision-maker selects an action from the set of allowable
actions As. The reward function specifies the reward that the decision-maker receives for
selecting action ai ∈ As when the system is in state s. The system state at the next decision
epoch is determined by the transition probability function.
The ADVISE adversary attack decision is a finite-horizon Markov decision process defined
by the following:
• A set of discrete-time decision epochs, T = {1, 2, . . . ,M,M + 1}, where M + 1 is the
planning horizon N from the ADVISE formalism definition;
• A finite set of states, S, where s ∈ S is defined by s = 〈Rs, Ks, Gs〉 from the ADVISE
formalism definition;
• A finite set of allowable actions in state s, As = {ai ∈ A|(Bi(s) = True)} from the
ADVISE attack step selection;
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• The stationary reward function (the attractiveness function for N = 1), attr(ai, s) =
wC ·UC(Ci(s))+wP ·UP (Pi(s))+wD ·UD(Di(s)) from the ADVISE attack step selection;
and
• A stationary transition probability function defined by Pri : S × Oi → [0, 1], the
probability that outcome o ∈ Oi occurs after the attack step is attempted, where∑
o∈Oi Pri(s, o) = 1 for all s, and Ei : S × Oi → S, the next-state that results when
outcome o ∈ Oi occurs (both from the ADVISE attack step definitions).
A Markov decision process together with an optimality criterion forms a Markov decision
problem.
3.3.1 Optimal Policies
A decision rule specifies how to select an action at a decision epoch. A policy specifies
the decision rule at all decision epochs. A decision-maker implementing a policy receives a
sequence of rewards based on the action selected at each decision epoch and the next-state
that results. Because the next-state transition is stochastic, the reward sequence is random.
One way to compare random reward vectors is to examine the expected total reward, which
is the expected sum of rewards received at each decision epoch. The expected total reward
criterion enables a total ordering of all random reward vectors (i.e., all random reward vectors
are comparable).
Under the expected total reward optimality criterion, an optimal policy is a policy whose
expected total reward is greater than or equal to the expected total reward of all possible
policies.
The SLAT (introduced in Section 3.1.2) explores all possible outcomes of all possible
attack steps from a given state to determine all possible next-states, building a tree to the
depth of the planning horizon. A policy selects one attack step at each decision epoch based
on the state at that decision epoch, and the other attack steps that are not selected are
pruned from the SLAT. Though the attack step selection is deterministic, there is still a
stochastic outcome, so several different next-states may be possible. In each possible next-
state resulting from the selected action, the policy must then select another next attack step.
Thus, a policy equates to the selection of a subtree of the SLAT (using the graph theory
definition of a subtree as a subset of the vertices and edges of the full tree). Although each
possible policy can be represented as a subtree of the SLAT, not all subtrees represent valid
policies.
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The number of all possible policy subtrees of a SLAT can be expressed using the recurrence
relation
QN = Y · (QN−1)Z (3.14)
with Q1 = Y , where Y is the number of attack steps available at each state, Z is the
number of outcomes of each attack step, and N is the planning horizon. We first consider
a SLAT with planning horizon 1. At the root node, the adversary can select one out of the
Y available attack steps, so there are exactly Y possible policy subtrees. Hence, Q1 = Y .
We next consider a SLAT with a planning horizon of N . At the root node, the adversary
chooses one of the Y available attack steps. For each choice of attack step at the root node,
there are Z possible outcomes (equivalently, there are Z possible next-states). Each of the
next-states is the root node of a policy subtree with a planning horizon of (N − 1). A
single policy subtree for a SLAT with planning horizon N must first select one out of the
Y available attack steps and then, for each possible outcome of that selected attack step,
select one policy subtree rooted at the next-state resulting from that outcome. The number
of all possible policy subtrees for a SLAT with a planning horizon of (N − 1) is expressed as
QN−1. Thus, the number of all possible policy subtrees of a SLAT can be described by the
recurrence relation in Equation (3.14). The closed-form solution of this recurrence relation
can be expressed as
QN = Y
∑N−1
i=0 Z
i
. (3.15)
As N increases, direct evaluation of the expected total reward of all possible policies quickly
becomes intractable.
However, when the reward function has a certain structure (linear additive or exponential
multiplicative), a multistage Markov decision problem can be solved as a sequence of single-
stage problems using dynamic programming (also called backwards induction). Under those
conditions, an optimal policy can be found using a recursive scheme that does not require
enumeration and evaluation of all possible policies.
Bellman’s principle of optimality states that “an optimal policy has the property that
whatever the initial state and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute
an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision” [17].
The Bellman optimality equations give the optimal expected total reward from decision
epochs t, t+ 1, ...,M :
u∗t (st) = sup
a∈Ast
{rt(st, a) +
∑
j∈S
pt(j|st, a)u∗t+1(j)}, for t = 1, ..., (M − 1), (3.16)
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and
u∗M(sM) = rM(sM), (3.17)
where st is the state at decision epoch t; Ast is the set of all allowable actions in state st;
rt(st, a) is the reward obtained from performing action a in state st; S is the set of all possible
next-states given state st and action a; and pt(j|st, a) is the probability of next-state j given
state st and action a.
3.3.2 Evaluating the Optimality of the ADVISE Policy
The ADVISE attack step selection process uses a stationary deterministic Markovian decision
rule,
βN(s) = arg max
ai∈As
{attrN(ai, s)}, (3.18)
where
attrN(ai, s) = wC · UC(CNi (s)) + wP · UP (PNi (s)) + wD · UD(DNi (s)),
wC is the adversary preference weight for cost; C
N
i (s) is the recursively computed expected
path cost (that is, the expected sum of attack step costs incurred from decision epoch t to
decision epoch t + N − 1, given state s and action ai in decision epoch t); UC(·) is the cost
utility function, converting cost to units of utility; wP is the adversary preference weight
for payoff; PNi (s) is the recursively computed expected horizon payoff (that is, the expected
payoff in decision epoch t+N−1, given state s and action ai in decision epoch t); UP (·) is the
payoff utility function, converting payoff to units of utility; wD is the adversary preference
weight for detection; DNi (s) is the recursively computed expected path detection (that is,
the expected probability of detection from decision epoch t to decision epoch t + N − 1,
given state s and action ai in decision epoch t); and UD(·) is the detection utility function,
converting detection to units of utility.
We examine the conditions under which application of this decision rule constitutes an
optimal policy.
Taken individually, cost is a linear additive reward, detection is a multiplicative exponential
reward, and payoff is a linear additive reward in which the additive payoff is nonzero only in
the N -th decision epoch. The ADVISE decision rule combines these three components into
one function that contains both linear additive and multiplicative exponential rewards. The
ADVISE decision rule is provably optimal when the reward function becomes either wholly
linear additive or wholly multiplicative exponential.
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We first show that the ADVISE decision rule is provably optimal when the reward function
becomes wholly linear additive (see Theorem 3.1). We also show that the ADVISE decision
rule is provably optimal when the reward function is wholly multiplicative exponential (see
Theorem 3.2). Then we provide a counterexample that shows that the ADVISE decision
rule does not always implement an optimal decision when the reward function contains both
linear additive and multiplicative exponential rewards (see Theorem 3.3). These results
motivate us to modify the original function to develop an alternative attractiveness function
(see Section 3.4) that combines cost, payoff, and detection criteria in such a way that the
decision is always provably optimal. We show that the alternative attractiveness function is
always provably optimal (see Theorem 3.4).
Theorem 3.1. Let wD = 0. Let the cost and payoff utility functions be linear functions of
the forms UC(x) = mCx + bC and UP (x) = mPx + bP . Then, the ADVISE decision rule
(Equation (3.18)) implements an optimal policy.
Proof. When wD is zero, the attractiveness function is wholly linear additive:
attrN(ai, s) = wC · UC(CNi (s)) + wP · UP (PNi (s)). (3.19)
The equations for expected path cost (3.8) and expected horizon payoff (3.10) are substi-
tuted into Equation (3.19).
attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s)) + wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o)))),
when N = 1,
wC · UC(Ci(s) +
∑
o∈Oi
(CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)))
+wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
(PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))),
when N > 1.
Next, we replace the utility function names with their slope-intercept representations:
UC(x) = mCx+ bC and UP (x) = mPx+ bP . For the remainder of the proof, we manipulate
only the function valid for N greater than one.
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attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s)) + wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o)))),
when N = 1,
wC · (mC(Ci(s) +
∑
o∈Oi
(CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))) + bC)
+wP · (mP (
∑
o∈Oi
(PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))) + bP ),
when N > 1.
Then we separate the terms.
attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s)) + wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o)))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s) + wC ·mC · (
∑
o∈Oi
(CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))) + wC · bC
+wP ·mP · (
∑
o∈Oi
(PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))) + wP · bP ,
when N > 1.
Because
∑
o∈Oi Pri(s, o) = 1, we can introduce this quantity in the bC and bP terms so
that we can combine terms more easily later.
attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s)) + wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o)))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s)
+wC ·mC ·
∑
o∈Oi
(CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)) + wC · bC ·
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o)
+wP ·mP ·
∑
o∈Oi
(PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)) + wP · bP ·
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o),
when N > 1.
Next, we move the preference weights and the slope and intercept terms inside the sum-
mations.
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attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s)) + wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o)))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s)
+
∑
o∈Oi
(wC ·mC · CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)) +
∑
o∈Oi
(wC · bC · Pri(s, o))
+
∑
o∈Oi
(wP ·mP · PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)) +
∑
o∈Oi
(wP · bP · Pri(s, o)),
when N > 1.
We combine the summation terms into one summation.
attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s)) + wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o)))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s)
+
∑
o∈Oi
(((wC ·mC · CN−1∗ (r)) + (wC · bC)
+(wP ·mP · PN−1∗ (r)) + (wP · bP )) · Pri(s, o)),
when N > 1.
Recognizing the linear utility functions, we replace them with the function names UC and
UP .
attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s)) + wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o)))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s)
+
∑
o∈Oi
(((wC · UC(CN−1∗ (r)))
+(wP · UP (PN−1∗ (r)))) · Pri(s, o)),
when N > 1.
The attractiveness of the optimal attack step one step in the future is attr (N−1)(aβ, r) =
wC · UC(C(N−1)∗ (r)) + wP · UP (P (N−1)∗ (r)), where r = Ei(s, o) is the next-state given state s,
attack step ai, and outcome o; and aβ is the most attractive attack step in state r.
We perform the following substitution.
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attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s)) + wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o)))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s) +
∑
o∈Oi
(attr (N−1)(aβ, r)) · Pri(s, o)),
when N > 1.
(3.20)
Equation (3.20) conforms to Bellman’s principle of optimality, namely that regardless of
the initial state s, the initial decision βN(s), and the state r resulting from the initial decision,
the remaining decisions (beginning with βN−1(r)) constitute an optimal policy with regard
to state r. Therefore, the ADVISE decision rule (Equation (3.18)) implements an optimal
policy when wD is zero and the cost and payoff utility functions are linear.
Theorem 3.2. Let wC = wP = 0. Let the detection utility function be an exponential
function of the form UD(x) = a · e−x. Then, the ADVISE decision rule (Equation (3.18))
implements an optimal policy.
Proof. For the case when wC and wP are zero, the attractiveness function is wholly expo-
nential multiplicative:
attrN(ai, s) = wD · UD(DNi (s)). (3.21)
The equation for expected path detection (3.12) is substituted into Equation (3.21).
attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
((1− (1−Di(s, o)) · (1−DN−1∗ (r))) · Pri(s, o))),
when N > 1.
Next, the exponential detection utility function is represented as UD(x) = a · e−x. For the
remainder of the proof, we manipulate only the function valid for N greater than one.
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attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wD · a · e−
∑
o∈Oi ((1−(1−Di(s,o))·(1−D
N−1∗ (r)))·Pri(s,o)),
when N > 1.
Then we separate the terms in the exponent.
attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wD · a · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)−Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))+Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))·D
N−1∗ (r)],
when N > 1.
We split the exponent to isolate the DN−1∗ (r) term.
attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wD · a · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)−Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))] · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))·D
N−1∗ (r)],
when N > 1.
Then we simplify the first exponent.
attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wD · a · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·Di(s,o)] · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))·D
N−1∗ (r)],
when N > 1.
We change the second exponential term from the exponential of a sum to the product of
exponentials.
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attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wD · a · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·Di(s,o)] ·
∏
o∈Oi
e−[Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))·D
N−1∗ (r)],
when N > 1.
We rewrite the second exponent.
attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wD · a · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·Di(s,o)] ·
∏
o∈Oi
(e−D
N−1∗ (r))[Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))],
when N > 1.
Recognizing the exponential detection utility function, we replace it with the function
name UD.
attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wD · a · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·Di(s,o)] ·
∏
o∈Oi
(
UD(D
N−1
∗ (r))
a
)[Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))]
,
when N > 1.
The attractiveness of the optimal attack step one step in the future is attr (N−1)(aβ, r) =
wD · UD(D(N−1)∗ (r)), where r = Ei(s, o) is the next-state given state s, attack step ai, and
outcome o; and aβ is the most attractive attack step in state r. We perform the following
substitution and then simplify.
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attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wD · a · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·Di(s,o)]
·
∏
o∈Oi
(
attr (N−1)(aβ, r)
(wD · a)
)[Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))]
,
when N > 1.
attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wD · a · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·Di(s,o)] · (wD · a)−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))]
·
∏
o∈Oi
(attr (N−1)(aβ, r))[Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))],
when N > 1.
attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
(wD · a)
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·Di(s,o)] · e−
∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·Di(s,o)]
·
∏
o∈Oi
(attr (N−1)(aβ, r))[Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))],
when N > 1.
attrN(ai, s) =

wD · UD(
∑
o∈Oi
(Di(s, o) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,(
wD·a
e
)∑
o∈Oi [Pri(s,o)·Di(s,o)] ·
∏
o∈Oi
(attr (N−1)(aβ, r))[Pri(s,o)·(1−Di(s,o))],
when N > 1.
(3.22)
Equation (3.22) conforms to Bellman’s principle of optimality, namely that regardless of
the initial state s, the initial decision βN(s), and the state r resulting from the initial decision,
the remaining decisions constitute an optimal policy with regard to state r. Therefore, the
ADVISE decision rule (Equation (3.18)) implements an optimal policy when wC and wP are
zero and the detection utility function is exponential.
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We now show one instance in which the ADVISE decision rule is nonoptimal when con-
sidered from decision epoch t − 1. In particular, we examine how a combination of linear
additive and exponential multiplicative rewards within the attractiveness function can result
in nonoptimal decisions.
Theorem 3.3. Let wD and wC both be nonzero. Let the cost utility function be linear of
the form UC(x) = mCx + bC. Let the detection utility functions be exponential of the form
UD(x) = a · e−x. Then, there exist at least one attack execution graph and adversary for
which the ADVISE decision rule (Equation (3.18)) does not implement an optimal policy.
Proof. When linear additive and exponential multiplicative rewards are combined in one de-
cision rule, the attractiveness function does not necessarily produce an optimal decision. We
provide a counterexample showing the existence of an attack execution graph and adversary
for which the ADVISE decision rule applied at decision epoch t produces a nonoptimal choice
when considered from decision epoch t− 1.
For simplicity, let wP = 0, so that
attrN(ai, s) = wC · UC(CNi (s)) + wD · UD(DNi (s)).
Consider the adversary’s attack step decision in state s with two available attack steps a1
and a2 and a planning horizon N = 1.
Let the attractiveness of the two attack steps be
attr 1(a1, s) = wC · UC(C1(s)) + wD · UD(D1(s)) (3.23)
and
attr 1(a2, s) = wC · UC(C2(s)) + wD · UD(D2(s)). (3.24)
Let C1(s) = c1, C2(s) = c1 + c0, D1(s) = d1, and D2(s) = d1 +d0, so that Equations (3.23)
and (3.24) become Equations (3.25) and (3.26), respectively.
attr 1(a1, s) = wC · UC(c1) + wD · UD(d1). (3.25)
attr 1(a2, s) = wC · UC(c1 + c0) + wD · UD(d1 + d0). (3.26)
Let attack step a1 be the most attractive attack step choice in state s with planning
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horizon N = 1. Therefore,
attr 1(a1, s) > attr
1(a2, s)
wC · UC(c1) + wD · UD(d1) > wC · UC(c1 + c0) + wD · UD(d1 + d0)
wC ·mC · c1 + wC · bC + wD · a · e−d1 > wC ·mC · (c1 + c0) + wC · bC + wD · a · e−(d1+d0)
0 > wC ·mC · c0 + wD · a · e−(d1+d0) − wD · a · e−d1
0 > wC ·mC · c0 + wD · a · (e−(d1+d0) − e−d1). (3.27)
Now consider the attack step decision at decision epoch t − 1 in state q with available
attack step a3 leading to next-state s. We compute the attractiveness of attack step a3 with
a planning horizon of N = 2. Let c3 and d3 be the cost and detection, respectively, of attack
step a3.
The ADVISE decision rule dictates that the most attractive attack step in state s, namely
a1, be used in computing the attractiveness of a3, but we show that there exist instances
in which choosing the other attack step a2 in state s would yield a higher attractiveness
value for a3 in state q. In those instances, the ADVISE decision rule does not implement an
optimal policy.
The attractiveness value of a3 using the ADVISE decision rule (i.e., computed using the
most attractive attack step in state s, a1) is
attr 2(a3, q) = wC · UC(c1 + c3) + wD · UD(1− (1− d1)(1− d3)).
The attractiveness value of a3 using the less attractive attack step in state s (a2) is
attr 2,alt(a3, q) = wC · UC((c1 + c0) + c3) + wD · UD(1− (1− (d1 + d0))(1− d3)).
If attr 1(a1, s) > attr
1(a2, s) and attr
2,alt(a3, q) > attr
2(a3, q) both hold true, then the
ADVISE decision rule does not implement an optimal policy.
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attr 2,alt(a3, q) > attr
2(a3, q)
wC · UC((c1 + c0) + c3) + wD · UD(1− (1− (d1 + d0))(1− d3)) >
wC · UC(c1 + c3) + wD · UD(1− (1− d1)(1− d3))
wC ·mC(c1 + c0 + c3) + wC · bC + wD · a · e−(1−(1−(d1+d0))(1−d3)) >
wC ·mC(c1 + c3) + wC · bC + wD · a · e−(1−(1−d1)(1−d3)). (3.28)
We provide a scenario under which Inequalities (3.27) and (3.28) can both hold true:
Let wC = wD = 0.5, mC = −1, bC = 1, a = 1, c0 = 0.5, c1 = c3 = 0.2, d0 = −0.98,
d1 = 0.99, and d3 = 0.1. Then Inequality (3.28) becomes 0.013 > 0 > −0.366. This result
means that the ADVISE decision rule did not implement an optimal policy in this instance.
Thus, we have proven that the ADVISE decision rule does not implement an optimal policy
for all attack execution graphs and adversaries when wD and wC are both nonzero.
The implication of this result is that, for some attack decisions, the ADVISE decision
rule does not select the most attractive next attack step. There exists another policy that
selects a more attractive next attack step than the ADVISE decision rule. We use the result
of Theorem 3.3 as motivation for exploring an alternative always-optimal attractiveness
function in the next section.
3.4 An Alternative Attractiveness Function
In the original attractiveness function, the three decision criteria are attack step cost, attack
goal payoff, and probability of detection. When the adversary makes decisions using a
planning horizon greater than one, the cost and payoff are computed as linear additive
rewards. However, the detection probability is computed as a multiplicative reward. When
linear additive and exponential multiplicative rewards are combined in one decision rule, the
attractiveness function does not necessarily produce an optimal decision.
To obtain an alternative attractiveness function that always produces mathematically
optimal decisions, we replace the detection probability criterion with a “log nondetection”
criterion. Nondetection, Fi(s, o), refers to the probability that the adversary is not detected
after being in state s, attempting attack step ai, and obtaining outcome o. The probability
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of nondetection is one minus the probability of detection. The expected log nondetection
of attack step ai when the adversary is in state s, written log(Fi(s)), is computed as the
logarithm of the geometric mean of the nondetection probabilities in each possible attack
step outcome weighted by the probability of that attack step outcome:
log(Fi(s)) =
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o)). (3.29)
Note that the logarithm of the weighted geometric mean is equivalent to the weighted arith-
metic mean of the logarithms of the individual values.
3.4.1 Alternative Attractiveness Function Definition
When the detection decision criterion is replaced by the “log nondetection” decision criterion,
the attractiveness of available attack step ai in state s is computed using a modified equation:
attrN(ai, s) = wC · UC(CNi (s)) + wP · UP (PNi (s)) + wF · UF (log(FNi (s))), (3.30)
where CNi (s) is the recursively computed expected path cost, wC is the adversary preference
weight for cost, PNi (s) is the recursively computed expected horizon payoff, wP is the adver-
sary preference weight for payoff, log(FNi (s)) is the recursively computed expected path log
nondetection, and wF is the adversary preference weight for log nondetection. The expected
path cost, CNi (s), was previously defined in Equation (3.8), and the expected horizon payoff,
PNi (s), was previously defined in Equation (3.10). UF (·) is the adversary’s utility function
for log nondetection.
The expected path log nondetection, log(FNi (s)), is the expected log nondetection during
attack step ai and the other attack steps continuing a total of N steps into the future.
log(FNi (s)) =

∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o)),
when N = 1,∑
o∈Oi
((log(Fi(s, o)) + log(F
N−1
∗ (r))) · Pri(s, o)),
when N > 1,
(3.31)
where state r = Ei(s, o) is the next state after the adversary starts in state s, attempts
attack step ai, and obtains outcome o.
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The computation of the expected path log nondetection requires determining the best next
attack step from state r with planning horizon (N − 1):
log(FN−1∗ (r)) ≡ log(FN−1k (r)) when βN−1(r) = ak. (3.32)
3.4.2 Utility Functions for an Optimal Attractiveness Function
The adversary’s utility functions (UC(·), UP (·), and UF (·)) map the native values of each
attractiveness criterion to a [0, 1] utility scale, where higher utility values represent more
desirable values. The utility functions convert cost, payoff, and log nondetection into a
common unit of “utility” so that the weighted average computation (in the attractiveness
function) is mathematically valid.
We must construct appropriate utility functions to ensure the optimality of the attractive-
ness computation. It is sufficient for the utility functions to be linear. The linear cost utility
function has a negative slope, and the linear utility functions for payoff and nondetection
have a positive slope.
The following utility functions are sufficient (but not necessary) for constructing an optimal
attractiveness computation. The domain of the cost utility function is [0, Cmax · N ], where
Cmax is the maximum single-attack-step cost and N is the planning horizon. Equation (3.33)
gives a mathematical formula for the cost utility function.
UC(c) =
−c
Cmax ·N + 1. (3.33)
The domain of the payoff utility function is [0, Pmax], where Pmax is the maximum payoff
value of a single model state. Equation (3.34) gives a mathematical formula for the payoff
utility function.
UP (p) =
p
Pmax
. (3.34)
The domain of the log nondetection utility function is [N · log(Fmin), 0], where Fmin is
the minimum single-attack-step nondetection probability. Note that Fmin must be nonzero.
Equation (3.35) gives a mathematical formula for the log nondetection utility function.
UF (f) =
−f
N · log(Fmin) + 1. (3.35)
The range for all utility functions is [0, 1].
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3.4.3 Optimality of the Alternative Attractiveness Function
We now examine the optimality of the ADVISE policy when it incorporates the alternative
attractiveness function as described in Section 3.4.1 and linear utility functions as described
in Section 3.4.2.
We use the same MDP definition given in Section 3.3, except we use a different reward
function. The stationary reward function is now defined as attr(ai, s) = wC · UC(Ci(s)) +
wP · UP (Pi(s)) + wF · UF (log(Fi(s))).
The revised ADVISE attack step selection process uses a stationary deterministic Marko-
vian decision rule,
βN(s) = arg max
ai∈As
{attrN(ai, s)}, (3.36)
where
attrN(ai, s) = wC · UC(CNi (s)) + wP · UP (PNi (s)) + wF · UF (log(FNi (s))),
where wC is the adversary preference weight for cost; C
N
i (s) is the recursively computed
expected path cost (that is, the expected sum of attack step costs incurred from decision
epoch t to decision epoch t+N − 1, given state s and action ai in decision epoch t); UC(·) is
the cost utility function, which converts cost to units of utility; wP is the adversary preference
weight for payoff; PNi (s) is the recursively computed expected horizon payoff (that is, the
expected payoff in decision epoch t + N − 1, given state s and action ai in decision epoch
t); UP (·) is the payoff utility function, which converts payoff to units of utility; wF is the
adversary preference weight for log nondetection; log(FNi (s)) is the recursively computed
expected path log nondetection (that is, the expected log nondetection from decision epoch
t to decision epoch t + N − 1, given state s and action ai in decision epoch t); and UF (·)
is the log nondetection utility function, which converts log nondetection values into units of
utility.
We examine the conditions under which application of this revised decision rule constitutes
an optimal policy.
Taken individually, cost, payoff, and log nondetection are linear additive rewards. For
payoff, the additive payoff is nonzero only in the Nth decision epoch. The ADVISE decision
rule combines these three components (cost, payoff, and log nondetection) into one function
that contains all three types of linear additive rewards. The ADVISE decision rule is provably
optimal when the utility functions meet the sufficient conditions.
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Theorem 3.4. Let the cost, payoff, and log nondetection utility functions be linear functions
of the forms UC(x) = mCx + bC, UP (x) = mPx + bP , and UF (x) = mFx + bF , respectively.
Then, the alternative ADVISE decision rule (Equation (3.36)) implements an optimal policy.
Proof. The alternative attractiveness function is defined as
attrN(ai, s) = wC · UC(CNi (s)) + wP · UP (PNi (s)) + wF · UF (log(FNi (s))). (3.37)
The equations for expected path cost (3.8), expected horizon payoff (3.10), and expected
path log nondetection (3.31) are substituted into Equation (3.37).
attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s))
+wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o))))
+wF · UF (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wC · UC(Ci(s) +
∑
o∈Oi
(CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)))
+wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
(PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)))
+wF · UF (
∑
o∈Oi
((log(Fi(s, o)) + log(F
N−1
∗ (r))) · Pri(s, o))),
when N > 1.
Next, we replace the utility function names with their slope-intercept representations:
UC(x) = mCx + bC , UP (x) = mPx + bP , and UF (x) = mFx + bF . For the remainder of the
proof, we manipulate only the function valid for N greater than one.
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attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s))
+wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o))))
+wF · UF (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wC · (mC(Ci(s) +
∑
o∈Oi
(CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))) + bC)
+wP · (mP (
∑
o∈Oi
(PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))) + bP )
+wF · (mF (
∑
o∈Oi
((log(Fi(s, o)) + log(F
N−1
∗ (r))) · Pri(s, o))) + bF ),
when N > 1.
Then we separate the terms.
attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s))
+wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o))))
+wF · UF (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s)
+wC ·mC · (
∑
o∈Oi
(CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)))
+wC · bC
+wP ·mP · (
∑
o∈Oi
(PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o)))
+wP · bP
+wF ·mF · (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))))
+wF ·mF · (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(FN−1∗ (r)) · Pri(s, o)))
+wF · bF ,
when N > 1.
Because
∑
o∈Oi Pri(s, o) = 1, we can introduce this quantity in the bC , bP , and bF terms
so that we can combine terms more easily later.
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attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s))
+wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o))))
+wF · UF (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s)
+wF ·mF · (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))))
+wC ·mC ·
∑
o∈Oi
(CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))
+wC · bC ·
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o)
+wP ·mP ·
∑
o∈Oi
(PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))
+wP · bP ·
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o)
+wF ·mF ·
∑
o∈Oi
(log(FN−1∗ (r)) · Pri(s, o))
+wF · bF ·
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o),
when N > 1.
Next, we move the preference weights and the slope and intercept terms inside the sum-
mations.
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attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s))
+wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o))))
+wF · UF (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s)
+wF ·mF · (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))))
+
∑
o∈Oi
(wC ·mC · CN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))
+
∑
o∈Oi
(wC · bC · Pri(s, o))
+
∑
o∈Oi
(wP ·mP · PN−1∗ (r) · Pri(s, o))
+
∑
o∈Oi
(wP · bP · Pri(s, o))
+
∑
o∈Oi
(wF ·mF · log(FN−1∗ (r)) · Pri(s, o))
+
∑
o∈Oi
(wF · bF · Pri(s, o)),
when N > 1.
We combine the summation terms into one summation.
attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s))
+wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o))))
+wF · UF (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s)
+wF ·mF · (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))))
+
∑
o∈Oi
(((wC ·mC · CN−1∗ (r)) + (wC · bC)
+(wP ·mP · PN−1∗ (r)) + (wP · bP )
+(wF ·mF · log(FN−1∗ (r))) + (wF · bF )) · Pri(s, o)),
when N > 1.
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Recognizing the linear utility functions, we replace them with the function names UC , UP ,
and UF .
attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s))
+wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o))))
+wF · UF (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s)
+wF ·mF · (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))))
+
∑
o∈Oi
(((wC · UC(CN−1∗ (r)))
+(wP · UP (PN−1∗ (r)))
+(wF · UF (log(FN−1∗ (r))))) · Pri(s, o)),
when N > 1.
The attractiveness of the optimal attack step one step in the future is attr (N−1)(aβ, r) =
wC · UC(C(N−1)∗ (r)) + wP · UP (P (N−1)∗ (r)) + wF · UF (log(FN−1∗ (r)), where r = Ei(s, o) is the
next-state given state s, attack step ai, and outcome o; and aβ is the most attractive attack
step in state r.
We perform the following substitution.
attrN(ai, s) =

wC · UC(Ci(s))
+wP · UP (
∑
o∈Oi
Pri(s, o) · (P (Ei(s, o))))
+wF · UF (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))),
when N = 1,
wC ·mC · Ci(s)
+wF ·mF · (
∑
o∈Oi
(log(Fi(s, o)) · Pri(s, o))))
+
∑
o∈Oi
(attr (N−1)(aβ, r)) · Pri(s, o)),
when N > 1.
(3.38)
Equation (3.38) conforms to Bellman’s principle of optimality, namely that regardless of
the initial state s, the initial decision βN(s), and the state r resulting from the initial decision,
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the remaining decisions (beginning with βN−1(r)) constitute an optimal policy with regard
to state r. Therefore, the alternative ADVISE decision rule (Equation (3.36)) implements
an optimal policy.
3.5 Performance Analysis
We conduct a performance analysis to explore the scalability of the ADVISE analysis method.
As the size of an ADVISE model increases, the execution runtime for each decision compu-
tation increases. This runtime increase is due to the increase in the size of the SLAT that is
traversed during the recursive attractiveness computation.
The factors that can affect the execution runtime of the decision computation are the
planning horizon N , the total number of attack steps in the attack execution graph, the
number of available attack steps in each state, and the number of outcomes per attack step.
We examine each of these factors individually, holding all other factors constant.
This analysis is performed using the implementation of ADVISE as a new atomic model
formalism within the Mo¨bius modeling and simulation tool. The Mo¨bius framework supports
multiple input formalisms and multiple solution techniques [18]. Appendix A describes the
tool implementation of ADVISE within Mo¨bius. Each data point reported in this perfor-
mance analysis is the Mo¨bius-reported CPU runtime for 100,000 simulation runs. The simu-
lation is set to terminate such that the simulation performs one attack decision computation
per run.
For an implementation of the ADVISE decision computation based on an in-order traversal
of the SLAT, the memory space requirement is linear with the planning horizon, so space is
not a practical constraint.
3.5.1 Basic Model
The execution runtime is highly dependent on the model parameters, so we use an ADVISE
model with a regular structure for the performance analysis. The basic model is shown in
Figure 3.4. The basic model contains eight attack steps, including seven standard attack
steps plus the do-nothing attack step (not shown). The attack steps in Figure 3.4 are labeled
from top to bottom: Step 1, . . . , Step 7. Step 8 is the do-nothing attack step that is not
visible. The attack execution graph for the basic model also contains eight access domains
and seven attack goals. The access domains in Figure 3.4 are named from top to bottom:
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Figure 3.4: Attack execution graph for the basic model.
Access 1, . . . , Access 8. The attack goals in Figure 3.4 are named from top to bottom:
Goal 1, . . . , Goal 7. To simplify the performance analysis, attack skills and knowledge items
are not included in any of the performance analysis models because their presence does not
impact the size of the SLAT.
All the attack steps in the attack execution graph possess a similar structure. For each
attack step Step M ∈ {Step 1, . . . , Step 8}, the attack cost is 10, and the attack execution
time is 49. Note that cost and time are put into the model as unitless quantities; the person
who constructs the model must take care that all input values are in the same cost unit
(dollars, millions of dollars, etc.) and the same time unit (minutes, hours, days, etc.).
The precondition for the do-nothing attack step is always true. The precondition for all
other attack steps is of the following form: (Access M == 1) and (Access (M+1) == 0).
I.e., the adversary must possess Access M and not possess Access (M+1).
Each attack step has two outcomes. Outcome 1 has an outcome probability of 0.5 and
a detection probability of 0.5. The effects of Outcome 1 are of the following form: Ac-
cess (M+1) = 1; Goal M = 1. I.e., the adversary gains Access (M+1) and achieves Goal M.
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Outcome 2 also has an outcome probability of 0.5 and a detection probability of 0.5. There
are no effects for Outcome 2.
The same adversary profile is used for all performance analysis models. The adversary
preference weights are as follows: the cost preference weight is 0, the detection preference
weight is 0, and the payoff preference weight is 1. The adversary possesses no skills and no
initial knowledge. The adversary’s initial access consists of Access 1 only. The attack goals
each have a payoff value of 100.
The regular structure of this attack execution graph means that the number of available
attack steps in each state in the SLAT is two (the do-nothing attack step and one other).
The one exception is the model state in which there is only one available attack step. The
adversary possesses all the access domains and has achieved all the attack goals, and the
only attack step available is the do-nothing attack step. However, this state does not appear
in the SLAT we analyze because that state cannot be reached in the first attack decision
with the planning horizon depths that we use in the analysis. The regular structure of this
attack execution graph also means that the number of outcomes per attack step is always
two.
When we modify the attack execution graph to increase the number of available attack
steps in each state or the number of outcomes per attack step, we do so in a way that
maintains the regular structure of the attack execution graph.
3.5.2 Planning Horizon
The adversary’s planning horizon N affects model execution time because the planning
horizon determines the depth of the SLAT.
Figure 3.5 shows the structure of the full (unpruned) SLAT for the basic model with a
planning horizon of two. Each state has two available attack steps, and each attack step has
two outcomes. The ADVISE attack decision function traverses the SLAT to select the most
attractive next attack step from a given state.
Increasing the adversary’s planning horizon increases the execution time exponentially, as
shown in Figure 3.6. The curve is relatively flat for small N because simulation overhead
dominates the execution time. For large N , the planning horizon significantly impacts the
execution time.
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Figure 3.5: Structure of a state look-ahead tree for the basic model (when N = 2).
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Figure 3.6: Execution time for the basic model (for 100,000 runs).
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Figure 3.7: Attack execution graph for the model with 12 attack steps.
3.5.3 Total Number of Attack Steps
To study the effect of the number of attack steps in the attack execution graph on the
execution time, we add attack steps to the basic model. To isolate the effect of the total
number of attack steps and the effect of the number of attack steps available to the adversary
at each state, the additional attack steps are assigned a precondition that is always false. The
attack execution graph for the basic model contains eight attack steps. We also measure the
execution time for attack execution graphs with 12 and 16 attack steps, shown in Figures 3.7
and 3.8, respectively.
The total number of attack steps does not impact the size of the SLAT. However, the
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Figure 3.8: Attack execution graph for the model with 16 attack steps.
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Figure 3.9: Execution time for models with 8, 12, or 16 attack steps (for 100,000 runs) (N
is the planning horizon).
construction of the SLAT involves checking the precondition of each attack step in the
attack execution graph to determine which attack steps are available (i.e., which attack
steps have a true precondition). Therefore, an increase in the total number of attack steps
increases the execution time linearly with respect to the number of states traversed during
the SLAT construction. Thus, the total number of attack steps in the attack execution graph
contributes to the execution time in a relatively minor way compared to the other factors
we study. The execution times for attack execution graphs with 8, 12, and 16 attack steps
are shown in Figure 3.9.
3.5.4 Number of Available Attack Steps in Each State
Next, we study the effect on execution time of the number of available attack steps in each
state in the SLAT. For this analysis, we use the model with 16 attack steps (shown in
Figure 3.8) with some changes. In the previous analysis, all eight additional attack steps
had a false precondition so that the number of available attack steps in each state remained
at two. For this analysis, we first change the precondition of one of the additional attack
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Figure 3.10: Structure of a state look-ahead tree for the model with three available attack
steps in each state (when N = 2).
steps to always be true. As a result, there are three available steps at each state in the SLAT,
as shown in Figure 3.10. Then we change the precondition of one more of the additional
attack steps to always be true. Then, there are four available steps at each state in the
SLAT. We note that none of the additional attack steps have effects on the model state.
Increasing the number of available attack steps in each state in the SLAT exponentially
increases the size of the SLAT. Thus, the time required to traverse all the states in the SLAT
increases exponentially, causing the execution time to increase exponentially, as shown in
Figure 3.11.
3.5.5 Number of Outcomes Per Attack Step
Finally, we study the effect on execution time of the number of outcomes per attack step.
In the basic model, each attack step has two outcomes. For this analysis, we use the model
with eight attack steps (shown in Figure 3.4) with some changes. We increase the number
of outcomes per attack step to three and to four. The SLAT for the case of three outcomes
per attack step is shown in Figure 3.12.
As the number of outcomes per attack step increases, the size of the SLAT increases
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Figure 3.12: Structure of a state look-ahead tree for the model with three outcomes per
attack step (when N = 2).
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Figure 3.13: Execution time for the models with two, three, or four outcomes per attack
step (for 100,000 runs) (N is the planning horizon).
exponentially. Thus, the time required to traverse all the states in the SLAT increases
exponentially, causing the execution time to increase exponentially, as shown in Figure 3.13.
In summary, the execution time of the ADVISE adversary attack decision grows exponen-
tially with respect to increases in the planning horizon, the number of available attack steps
in a state, and the number of outcomes per attack step. For increases in the total number of
attack steps in an attack execution graph, the execution time increases linearly with respect
to the number of states traversed during the SLAT construction.
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CHAPTER 4
ADVISE METRICS
The purpose of building ADVISE models is to generate quantitative metrics that provide
insight on the security strength of a particular system against a particular adversary. Metrics
can be generated by running discrete-event simulations of the adversary attacking the system.
In general, metrics generated by discrete-event simulation can take many forms. The
Mo¨bius modeling and simulation tool provides a general metrics capability called reward
variables [19]. To introduce analysts to the type of analysis possible with ADVISE models
and to facilitate rapid ADVISE model analysis, we specify a particular format for ADVISE
metrics that was inspired by the reward variables implemented in Mo¨bius.
There are two types of ADVISE metrics: state metrics and event metrics. State metrics
analyze the model state. Event metrics analyze events, namely state changes, attack step
attempts, and attack step outcomes. For each metric, there are three required parts: time,
metric type, and the state or event indicator function. Conditional reporting, which is
optional, requires a condition expression.
4.1 State Metrics
State metrics take the form
〈τ, λ, σ〉, (4.1)
where τ is the end time such that the metric reports on the time period [0, τ ], λ ∈ {EndProb,
AvgTime} specifies the type of state metric, and σ is the state indicator function. EndProb
is the ending state occupancy probability metric, i.e., the probability that the model state
s at time τ is a state of interest (σ(s) = True). AvgTime is the average time metric, i.e.,
the average amount of time during the time interval [0, τ ] spent in a model state s such that
This chapter contains previously published material by E. LeMay, M. D. Ford, K. Keefe, W. H. Sanders,
and C. Muehrcke [2]. The material from [2] is reused by permission of IEEE and was published in Proceedings
of the 8th International Conference on Quantitative Evaluation of SysTems (QEST 2011).
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σ(s) = True.
The state indicator function, σ, returns a True value for model states of interest:
σ : X → {True, False}, (4.2)
where X is the set of all model states. Recall that the model state s ∈ X is defined by the
tuple 〈Rs, Ks, Gs〉. The state indicator function separates states of interest from those not
of interest. For example, a state metric could measure the probability that the model is in
a state s at time τ = 200 in which goal g1 ∈ G has been achieved (i.e., g1 ∈ Gs).
4.2 Event Metrics
Event metrics take the form
〈τ, δ, 〉, (4.3)
where τ is the end time such that the metric reports on the time period [0, τ ], δ ∈ {Freq,
ProbOcc} specifies the type of event metric, and  is the event set. Freq is the frequency
metric, i.e., the number of occurrences of events in  during the time interval [0, τ ]. ProbOcc
is the probability of occurrence metric, i.e., the probability that one or more of the events
in  occur at least once during the time interval [0, τ ].
The event set  is specified as the union of eight sets:
 = A ∪O ∪R+ ∪R− ∪K+ ∪K− ∪G+ ∪G−, (4.4)
where A ⊆ A is the set of attack steps whose execution constitutes an event; O ⊆
{⋃ai∈AOi} is the set of attack step outcomes whose execution constitutes an event; R+, K+,
and G+ are the sets of access domains, knowledge items, and attack goals, respectively, whose
addition to the model state 〈Rs, Ks, Gs〉 constitutes an event; and R−, K−, and G− are the
sets of access domains, knowledge items, and attack goals, respectively, whose removal from
the model state 〈Rs, Ks, Gs〉 constitutes an event. For simple metrics, all but one of these
sets may be empty. For example, an event metric could measure the frequency with which
the adversary attempts attack step ai in the interval [0, τ ]. In this example,  = {ai} because
ai is the only event of interest.
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4.3 Conditional Reporting
Conditional reporting enables analysts to study correlations between different metrics. Typ-
ically, metrics data are generated from many simulation runs and averaged across all runs.
With conditional reporting, only the simulation runs that meet a specified condition are
included in the average. The conditional expression includes a state or event metric, an
equality or inequality relation, and a value. For example, one conditional expression could
be that the frequency of attempts of attack step ai is greater than four during time interval
[0, τ ]. When a conditional expression is linked with a second state or event metric, correla-
tions can be measured directly. One example of a metric with conditional reporting is the
following: if, for this simulation run, the frequency of attack attempts for attack step ai is
greater than four, then use the data from this run to compute the ending state occupancy
probability of a model state in which attack goal gj is achieved. This metric enables analysts
to examine the correlation between frequent attempts of attack step ai and the achievement
of attack goal gj. Algorithm 4.1 provides one method for producing conditional reporting of
simulation results.
Algorithm 4.1 Conditional Reporting of Simulation Results
Input: NumRuns
1: X ← 0
2: while X < NumRuns do
3: 〈ConditionalExpression, Metric〉 ← Output from a new simulation run
4: if ConditionalExpression = TRUE then
5: Report Metric
6: X ← X + 1
7: end if
8: end while
4.4 System Security Analysis Using ADVISE Metrics
The ADVISE method enables security analysts to specify customized metrics relevant to the
security objectives of a particular system. The metrics specification determines what output
is collected from the model. The particular security decision determines which security
metrics are needed.
The ADVISE method produces quantitative metrics that are intended for relative com-
parisons rather than absolute measurements. Model output can be difficult to validate as an
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absolute measurement, but relative assessments are often sufficient for supporting security
decisions. A system assessment can be either system-focused or adversary-focused.
A system-focused security assessment compares the security strength of different system
configurations. An initial assessment is performed on the baseline system. Then the system
configuration is modified, the security assessment is repeated, and the results are compared
with the baseline system assessment. Configuration changes can affect the system archi-
tecture (i.e., the arrangement and connection of components) or the individual components
(e.g., firewall settings or the VPN software version). Security analysts can choose to test the
security of the system against a single adversary or multiple different adversaries.
Metrics for a system-focused security assessment may include the average time for the
adversary to achieve a particular attack goal or the attack path (i.e., series of attack steps)
most likely to be used to achieve a particular attack goal. Other variants are possible, such
as the probability that an attack goal is achieved by time t or the attack goal that is most
likely to be achieved first when there are multiple attack goals.
An adversary-focused security assessment examines how changes in the characterization of
an adversary or differences between adversaries affect the apparent security strength of the
system. Typically, the system configuration remains constant as the adversary characteristics
are varied. The adversary’s attack skill levels, attack goals, attack preferences, initial system
access, and/or initial system knowledge may be varied.
When multiple adversaries are considered, metrics may measure which adversary is able
to achieve a particular attack goal in the shortest average time or which attack path is most
likely. An assessment may reveal that different adversaries are likely to choose different
attack paths into a system based on their different strengths and attack preferences. Metrics
may also measure the total average cost for an adversary to achieve a particular attack goal.
In either type of analysis, the metrics assess different aspects of the average time for an
adversary to reach an attack goal, the mostly likely attack path to an attack goal, and the
average total cost for an adversary to reach an attack goal.
For example, if a security objective of the system is to protect the availability of wireless-
networked devices, then a security analyst could conduct a system-focused ADVISE security
assessment and examine how modifying the wireless security settings and the device security
settings impacts the average time required for an adversary to make the device unavailable.
To determine the relative advantage of an insider adversary over an external adversary, the
security analyst can perform an adversary-focused security assessment. The insider adversary
would possess more initial system access (such as local physical access to a substation)
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and more initial system knowledge (such as wireless network passwords) than an external
adversary would. The analyst can study the differences between the two adversaries in the
average total attack cost and the average time to make the substation device unavailable.
After determining the magnitude of the insider threat, the security analyst can also use
the model to assess the effectiveness of security mechanisms intended to protect against the
insider threat.
4.5 Example Security Metrics
Different security metrics are useful for measuring different aspects of system security. The
ADVISE security analysis method enables the generation of many types of security metrics.
Metrics can assess the attack goals an adversary can achieve:
• The probability that a particular attack goal is achieved at least once during the
analysis time interval [0, τ ],
• The average time until a particular attack goal is first achieved (given that the goal is
achieved during the analysis time interval), and
• The frequency with which a particular attack goal is achieved during the analysis time
interval.
The frequency metric only makes sense for an ADVISE system model that is coupled with a
dynamic defense model. The dynamic defense model can detect compromise and return the
ADVISE system model to an uncompromised state. In that situation, the adversary could
compromise the system multiple times within some analysis time interval.
Metrics can provide insight on common or likely targets:
• The probability that a particular attack step is attempted,
• The frequency of attempts for a particular attack step, and
• The probability of a particular attack step outcome given that the attack step is at-
tempted.
In particular, metrics can give insight on the preferred attack path of an adversary:
• Given that a particular goal is achieved, the probability that a particular attack step
is attempted during that same simulation run, and
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• Given that a particular goal is achieved, the probability that a particular attack step
outcome occurs during that same simulation run.
Metrics can provide insight on the criticality of certain components:
• If a particular attack step outcome occurs, the probability that a particular attack goal
is achieved during the same simulation run, and
• If a particular attack step outcome does not occur, the probability that a particular
attack goal is achieved during the same simulation run.
Metrics can aid in impact assessment:
• The probability that some combination of attack goals is achieved that represents a
higher-level system service measure, and
• The probability that the system meets a particular security objective (e.g., the adver-
sary does not have access to the internal network) for some period of time.
The ADVISE metric specification enables security analysts to capture a wide range of
security-relevant measurements from ADVISE models.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDIES
The ADVISE method was implemented as a new atomic model type in the Mo¨bius modeling
tool [18], which we used to perform two case studies. The case studies demonstrate how the
quantitative security metrics produced by ADVISE can aid system design and provide insight
on system security. Appendix A describes the implementation of the ADVISE method within
the Mo¨bius modeling framework.
System design often involves trade-off decisions involving cost, response time, reliability,
security, and other performance metrics. Often, improving one aspect of the system perfor-
mance (e.g., reliability) negatively impacts another (e.g., cost). Quantitative security metrics
enable system architects to make informed trade-off decisions by quantifying the change in
security when the system design is modified.
The first case study analyzes the security of a generic SCADA system. The second case
study is a more detailed look at the security of an electric power distribution system. Both
studies consider several types of adversaries.
5.1 Generic SCADA System
For the first case study, we use ADVISE to evaluate the security of two variants of a super-
visory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system architecture. We measure the security
of the system relative to five different adversaries: a nation-state, a terrorist organization, a
lone hacker, a disgruntled employee, and a disgruntled system administrator.
This chapter contains previously published material by E. LeMay, M. D. Ford, K. Keefe, W. H. Sanders,
and C. Muehrcke [2]. The material from [2] is reused by permission of IEEE and was published in Proceedings
of the 8th International Conference on Quantitative Evaluation of SysTems (QEST 2011).
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5.1.1 SCADA System Architectures
SCADA systems use a centralized control center to remotely monitor and control devices
located at distant field sites. SCADA systems are used to control electric power grids,
water distribution and wastewater collection systems, and oil and natural gas pipelines. We
analyze two SCADA system architectures presented in Figures 5-1 and 5-3 of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology Guide to Industrial Control Systems Security (NIST
SP 800-82) [20].
Both SCADA system architectures consist of a corporate network and a control network
separated by a firewall. The corporate network is also connected to the Internet through
another firewall. In one architecture (see Figure 5.1), the data historian is located in the
corporate network. In the other architecture (see Figure 5.2), a demilitarized zone (DMZ) is
added between the control and corporate networks, and the data historian is moved to the
DMZ network. A data server is also placed in the DMZ to mediate communication between
the data historian and machines in the corporate and control networks. In the non-DMZ
architecture, machines in the corporate and control networks can communicate with the data
historian directly.
The AEG that represents possible attacks against the non-DMZ architecture is shown in
Figure 5.3. This AEG consists of 18 attack steps, eight access domains, four knowledge
items, two attack skills, and five attack goals. The AEG for the DMZ architecture (shown
in Figure 5.4) contains two more attack steps and one more access domain.
5.1.2 Adversaries
We consider five distinct adversaries in our analysis of the two architectures. Each has a
unique profile. The Nation-State adversary is well-funded, has a low tolerance for detection,
and possesses high skill levels. The Lone Hacker possesses a high technological skill level,
and gaining payoff and avoiding detection are equally important. The Terrorist Organization
favors attacks with large payoff values and pays little attention to detection risk. However,
limited skills may make some attack steps unavailable or unattractive. The Disgruntled
Employee and Disgruntled Administrator have limited resources but start the attack with
an insider advantage. The Disgruntled Administrator possesses more technical skill than the
Disgruntled Employee. Table 5.1 lists the attack preference weights for each adversary. For
this analysis, the planning horizon (N) is four for all adversaries.
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Figure 5.1: SCADA system architecture without a DMZ.
Table 5.1: Attack Preference Weights for Five Adversaries
Adversary Cost Payoff Detection
Nation-State 0.01 0.40 0.59
Lone Hacker 0.20 0.40 0.40
Terrorist Organization 0.05 0.80 0.15
Disgruntled Employee 0.40 0.50 0.10
Disgruntled Administrator 0.40 0.50 0.10
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Figure 5.2: SCADA system architecture with a DMZ.
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Figure 5.3: The attack execution graph for the non-DMZ SCADA architecture contains
multiple paths to the labeled attack goals.
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Figure 5.4: The attack execution graph for the DMZ SCADA architecture is slightly larger
than the one for the non-DMZ SCADA architecture because there are two additional
attack steps (Hack Data Server and Access Data Server) to access the DMZ.
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Figure 5.5: This graph shows the average time during [0, 500 min] that the non-DMZ
system is in a secure state. All adversaries other than the Terrorist Organization are
attempting to access data on the data historian. The Terrorist Organization is attempting
to run unauthorized code on the control server.
5.1.3 Metrics
To assess how quickly the adversaries can achieve each attack goal g ∈ G, we measure the
average amount of time during the time interval [0, 500 min] spent in a model state in which
goal g has been achieved.
Formally, we specify a state metric for each attack goal g ∈ G: 〈τ, λ, σ〉, where τ = 500,
λ = AvgTime, and σ(s) = True, if g ∈ Gs; False, otherwise.
5.1.4 Results and Analysis
Different adversaries (each with different attack preferences, attack goals, and initial states)
can attack the same system and achieve different results. When the system is modified, the
adversaries can respond differently to changes.
For each adversary, we ran discrete-event simulations of our ADVISE executable models
and measured the average time during [0, 500 min] that the system was in a secure state.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 reveal how each adversary fared in attacking the DMZ and non-DMZ
SCADA architectures. The two attack goals of interest are compromising data on the data
historian and compromising the control server on the control network. The figures contain
95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5.6: This graph shows the average time during [0, 500 min] that the DMZ system is
in a secure state. All adversaries other than the Terrorist Organization are attempting to
access data on the data historian. The Terrorist Organization is attempting to run
unauthorized code on the control server.
In both architectures, the Nation-State compromises data, but it takes longer to com-
promise the DMZ architecture because more attack steps are required to accomplish the
compromise when the data historian is stored in the DMZ.
The Lone Hacker only compromises data in the non-DMZ architecture. For the Lone
Hacker, the increased number of attack steps to compromise data in the DMZ architecture
is enough to deter him or her from attempting the attack. In this case, the “do-nothing”
attack step is more attractive than any of the other attack steps. When the “do-nothing”
attack step is the most attractive, the system enjoys a form of system protection based on
deterrence.
Both the Nation-State and the Disgruntled Employee compromise data in the non-DMZ
architecture, but the Disgruntled Employee achieves the data compromise much more quickly
due to his or her insider status. Logging on to the corporate network is much faster than
hacking in from the Internet.
However, the Disgruntled Employee does not attempt the data compromise attack against
the DMZ architecture. The Disgruntled Employee lacks the technical attack skills needed to
access the data historian when it is in the DMZ.
Unlike the Disgruntled Employee, the Disgruntled Administrator does have the technical
attack skills to gain access to data in the DMZ, so the DMZ architecture is no more secure
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than the non-DMZ architecture against this threat. (Make sure you can trust your system
administrators!)
The addition of the DMZ also does not affect the Terrorist Organization’s attack against
the control server because the Terrorist Organization’s path to the control server on the
control network does not change when the DMZ is added. The DMZ does not address the
issue of control server compromise.
In summary, the case study shows that the DMZ SCADA architecture offers better pro-
tection than the non-DMZ architecture against data compromise by a Nation-State, a Lone
Hacker, or a Disgruntled Employee, but a Disgruntled Administrator remains unimpeded by
the DMZ. Also, the DMZ does not impact the ability of the Terrorist Organization to com-
promise the control server in the control network. In this case, adding one security defense
mechanism does not protect against all types of adversaries and all types of compromise.
The system architects may want to reconsider their design. The quantitative security metrics
produced by ADVISE can aid system design by enabling such insights on system security.
5.2 Electric Power Distribution System
The second case study is a more in-depth security analysis using the ADVISE method.
We examine the security of an electric power distribution system, considering attacks from
several types of adversaries.1 We examine how changes in the system impact how adversaries
decide to attack the system. We also study how a targeted security enhancement impacts
adversary attack decisions. In particular, the purpose of this analysis is to gain insight on
the likely paths chosen by different adversaries and the relative speed of their attacks.
5.2.1 System Description
The electric power infrastructure consists of three main parts: electricity generation, trans-
mission, and distribution. Electric power generation converts other sources of energy into
electricity using nuclear power plants, fossil fuel power plants, hydroelectric dams, and wind
farms. Electric power transmission carries electricity from the generation sources to substa-
tions. Transmission carries electricity long distances at very high electric voltages. At the
1Disclaimer: The system architectures used in this study are realistic, but component and system vul-
nerabilities were fabricated. As a result, the quantitative results are not an accurate assessment of an actual
electric power distribution system.
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Figure 5.7: The SCADA architecture of an electric power distribution system contains
many different components. The diagram emphasizes the connections between different
types of components. A real system would contain multiple substations and multiple
poletop units. The arrows in the diagram represent the locations of possible attacks against
the system.
substations, the electric power is transformed to lower voltages. Then, the electric power
distribution system carries the electricity from the substations to the electric meters on
individual homes and businesses.
In this analysis, we study the security of the electric power distribution system, consid-
ering both physical attacks against the distribution system equipment and cyber attacks
against the control network. Figure 5.7 provides an overview of the system components and
connections relevant for our analysis. In the diagram, the arrows between components indi-
cate possible attack paths, and the arrows pointing into components indicate possible attack
entry points. The system diagram is based on Figure 11.7 in a book published by Schweitzer
Engineering Laboratories [21] and discussions with researchers at GE Global Research [22].
The substations in the distribution system are controlled remotely by operators at the
SCADA control center. The operators send commands from the SCADA LAN through the
SCADA communication network to the communication gateway in each substation. The
SCADA LAN is connected to the corporate LAN, and the corporate LAN is also connected
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to the Internet. Firewalls should be configured to disallow Internet traffic to reach the
SCADA LAN. The substation can also be controlled locally by the human-machine interface
(HMI); this local control option allows technicians to change the settings as needed. A third
access vector into the substation is from engineering workstations connecting through the
engineering remote access network. This special access allows engineers to service substations
remotely.
In addition to substations, the distribution system includes lines, circuit breakers, and
auto-reclosers. When a circuit breaker detects a fault on a line carrying electricity, the
circuit breaker opens and stops the flow of electricity. At preset intervals, an auto-recloser
repeatedly attempts to close the circuit breaker and determine if the fault condition has
been corrected. If the fault has been cleared, then the circuit breaker is closed. If the fault
remains, then the circuit breaker remains open until a technician removes the cause of the
fault and closes the circuit breaker. We use the term “recloser” to refer to a circuit breaker
and auto-recloser together.
When a radio is added to the recloser-unit, commands can be relayed remotely from the
substation to the recloser, and sensor data can be sent from the recloser radio back to
the substation. This remote communication between substations and reclosers enables a
faster response time to problems but also opens up the system to more attack vectors. It is
reasonable to question whether the benefits of installing recloser radios outweigh the risks.
By measuring the security of a system without and with recloser radios, we can better answer
this question by being better informed about the magnitude of possible risks.
5.2.2 Possible Attacks Against the System
Adversaries attacking the electric power distribution system may have different attack goals.
Some adversaries want to temporarily disrupt electricity service. Others want to damage
the distribution system equipment and cause longer service outages. Still others want to
surreptitiously install malicious software on the control network or the individual pieces of
equipment. The malicious software could provide the adversary with backdoor access or
other unauthorized access or control of the system.
We build an attack execution graph (shown in Figure 5.8) to represent the possible se-
quences of attack steps that an adversary could execute in order to achieve one or more of
those attack goals. Figure 5.9 shows how the attack execution graph in Figure 5.8 corre-
sponds with the architecture diagram in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.8: Attack execution graph for an electric power distribution system (with attack
goals labeled).
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Figure 5.9: Attack execution graph for an electric power distribution system with SCADA
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The attack execution graph contains the following attack steps, described informally:
• DefeatInternetCorporateLANFW : An adversary with Internet access and skill in at-
tacking firewalls can defeat the firewall between the Internet and the corporate LAN
and thereby gain unauthorized access to the corporate LAN.
• DefeatCorpLANSCADALANFW : An adversary with corporate LAN access and skill in
attacking firewalls can defeat the firewall between the corporate LAN and the SCADA
LAN and thereby gain unauthorized access to the SCADA LAN.
• InstallBackdoorSWonSCADALAN : An adversary with SCADA LAN access and skill
in backdoor software can install malicious backdoor software on the SCADA LAN.
• DefeatInternetEngrWorkstationFW : An adversary with Internet access and skill in
attacking firewalls can defeat the firewall between the Internet and the engineering
workstation and thereby gain unauthorized access to the engineering workstation.
• SendCommandstoSSfromSCADALAN : An adversary with SCADA LAN access and
knowledge of SCADA protocols can send unauthorized commands from the SCADA
LAN to the substations and thereby gain control of the substation communication
gateway.
• SendCommandstoSSfromEngrWS : An adversary with engineering workstation access
and knowledge of SCADA protocols can send unauthorized commands from the en-
gineering workstation to the substations and thereby gain control of the substation
communication gateway.
• InjectCommandstoSSviaSCADANetwork : An adversary with physical access to the
SCADA communication network, the skills to perform traffic analysis and packet in-
jection on the SCADA communication network, and knowledge of SCADA protocols
can inject unauthorized commands to the substation via the SCADA communication
network and thereby gain control of the substation communication gateway.
• InjectCommandstoSSviaRemoteAccess : An adversary with access to the engineering
remote access network, the skills to perform traffic analysis and packet injection on
the engineering remote access network, and knowledge of SCADA protocols can inject
unauthorized commands to the substation via the engineering remote access network
and thereby gain control of the substation communication gateway.
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• ObtainorCircumventHMILoginPassword : An adversary with skill in attacking pass-
words can obtain or circumvent the HMI login password.
• LogintoHMI : An adversary with physical access to the HMI and knowledge of the HMI
login password can gain control of the HMI in the substation.
• InjectCommandstoReclosersViaRadio: An adversary with physical access to the re-
closer radio network and skill in traffic analysis and packet injection on the recloser
radio network can inject unauthorized commands and gain control of the reclosers.
• SendCommandstoReclosersfromSS : An adversary with control of the substation com-
munication gateway (i.e., able to send unauthorized commands to the substation) and
knowledge of SCADA protocols can send unauthorized commands from the substation
to the reclosers and thereby gain control of the reclosers.
• AlterSSProtectionSettings : An adversary with control of either the substation HMI or
the substation communication gateway as well as knowledge of substation protection
settings can alter the settings in such a way as to damage distribution equipment and
disrupt electricity service. If the adversary is physically at a substation using the HMI,
then the effects are limited to the local service area. If the adversary has remote control
over multiple substation communication gateways, then the effects are system-wide.
• InstallBackdoorSWonReclosers : An adversary with control of reclosers and skill in
backdoor software can install malicious backdoor software on the reclosers. If the
adversary has remote control over multiple substation communication gateways, then
the software is installed on reclosers throughout the distribution system. Otherwise,
the software is installed only on local reclosers (all the reclosers connected to one
substation in the distribution system).
• CauseServiceDisruption: An adversary with control of the reclosers can cause an elec-
tricity service disruption. If the adversary has remote control over multiple substation
communication gateways, then the service disruption is system-wide. Otherwise, the
service disruption is limited to the local service area of one substation.
• DamageEquipmentandCauseDisruption: An adversary with control of the reclosers
can damage distribution equipment and cause an electricity service disruption. If the
adversary has remote control over multiple substation communication gateways, then
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the service disruption and damage are system-wide. Otherwise, the service disruption
and damage are limited to the local service area.
• SabotageMultipleSS : An adversary with physical access to multiple substations and skill
in physical sabotage can sabotage multiple substations, causing system-wide equipment
damage and electricity service disruptions.
• SabotageaSingleSS : An adversary with physical access to a single substation and skill
in physical sabotage can sabotage a single substation, causing local equipment damage
and electricity service disruptions in the local service area of one substation.
• SabotageaSingleRecloser : An adversary with physical access to a single recloser and
skill in physical sabotage can sabotage a single recloser, causing minor equipment
damage and electricity service disruptions.
Each attack step is formally defined according to the ADVISE formalism described in
Chapter 2. Here we provide the details for the DefeatCorpLANSCADALANFW attack
step. The attack cost is defined as 10 cost units. The attack execution time is normally
distributed with the mean dependent on the adversary’s level of skill in attacking firewalls,
and the variance is equal to the mean. The distribution’s mean is defined as a function of
the firewall attack skill level, as shown in Figure 5.10. (Note that because the time must
always be non-negative, and the density of a normal distribution is distributed over all real
numbers, the normal distribution is truncated at zero for the execution time distribution.)
The attack step precondition is that the adversary must have access to the corporate LAN,
not have access to the SCADA LAN, and possess a firewall attack skill level greater than
zero.
There are two possible outcomes of the DefeatCorpLANSCADALANFW attack step: Suc-
cess and Failure. The probability of each outcome depends on the firewall attack skill level
of the adversary. If the adversary has a firewall attack skill level less than 0.7, then the
probability of the Success outcome is zero. Otherwise, the probability of the Success out-
come is equal to the firewall skill level value. Recall that skill levels are values in the range
[0, 1]. Since there are only two outcomes for this attack step, the probability of the Failure
outcome is one minus the probability of the Success outcome.
The probability of detection also depends on the adversary’s firewall attack skill level. For
the Success outcome, if the adversary’s firewall attack skill level is greater than or equal to
0.9, then the probability of detection is 0.01; otherwise, the probability of detection is 0.1.
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Figure 5.10: For the DefeatCorpLANSCADALANFW attack step, the attack execution
time distribution’s mean is a function of the firewall attack skill level.
For the Failure outcome, if the adversary’s firewall attack skill level is greater than or equal
to 0.9, then the probability of detection is 0.05; otherwise, the probability of detection is 0.5.
The effect of the Success outcome on the model state is that the adversary gains SCADA
LAN access. The Failure outcome has no effects on the model state. Recall that the ADVISE
formalism does not restrict the effect of the attack attempts on model state. Outcome effects
can add or take away from the model state any combination of access, knowledge, and/or
goals achieved.
Examining the details for the DefeatCorpLANSCADALANFW attack step has demon-
strated how ADVISE can handle attack step definitions dependent on characteristics of the
adversary. The attack step definition can also contain dependencies on the model state.
5.2.3 Adversary Characterization
For this analysis, we consider six different adversaries: a Foreign Government, a Hacker, a
Hostile (Terrorist) Organization, an Insider Engineer, an Insider SCADA Operator, and an
Insider Technician. As we introduce the adversary characterizations used for this analysis,
we discuss similarities and differences among the adversaries.
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Attack Decision Parameters
Table 5.2 provides the core decision parameters for the adversaries. Recall that the preference
weights are used in the adversary attack decision to evaluate the relative attractiveness of
attack steps, and the planning horizon is the number of steps into the future the adversary
will consider when evaluating the attractiveness of the possible next attack steps. For this
analysis, all adversaries have the same planning horizon.
The Foreign Government adversary is very well-funded, so cost is not a factor in the attack
decisions considered in this attack execution graph. Given the payoff scale used for this
attack execution graph (a payoff of 1000 has utility one), the Foreign Government has equal
preference weights for detection and payoff. Of all the adversaries, the Foreign Government
places the most significance on the detection probability when making an attack decision.
The Hacker is resourced-constrained, so the cost preference weight is nonzero given the
cost scale used here (a cost of 100 has utility zero). The Hacker has equal preference weights
for detection and payoff.
The Hostile Organization does consider attack cost when making attack decisions but does
not weight it as heavily as the Hacker does. The Hostile Organization is driven by payoff
more than any of the other adversaries.
The three Insiders share the same preference weights. They share the same cost preference
weight as the Hacker, since all four are resource-constrained individuals for whom attack cost
can be a deterrent. The three Insiders have a relatively high payoff preference weight and a
relatively low detection preference weight.
Attack Skill Levels
Table 5.3 contains the skill level values for each adversary. The Foreign Government can
attack only from a remote location and therefore does not have the skills that require physical
proximity to the electric power distribution system. However, the Foreign Government is
highly competent at the skills that it does possess. The Hacker has all the skills except the
physical sabotage skill. The Hacker is generally very skilled in cyber attacks, although the
Hacker’s skill level is not as high for the specialized traffic analysis and injection skills. The
Insider Engineer is very familiar with traffic sent in the distribution system, so the Insider
Engineer is most competent at traffic analysis and injection. To a lesser degree, the Insider
Engineer possesses the other attack skills. The Insider Operator and Insider Technician
possess only the physical sabotage skill.
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Initial Access
Table 5.4 indicates which access domains each adversary can already access at the start
of the attack simulation. All adversaries start with Internet access. The Insider Engineer
starts with additional access to the engineering workstation. The Insider Operator starts
with access to the SCADA LAN and the Corporate LAN. The Foreign Government and the
Hacker have the most limited physical access to the electric power distribution system.
Initial Knowledge
Table 5.5 shows which adversaries possess each type of knowledge at the start of the attack
simulation. All adversaries possess some SCADA protocol knowledge. All adversaries ex-
cept the Hacker have knowledge about the substation protection settings. Only the Insider
Engineer and Insider Technician know the substation HMI login password.
Payoff Values for Each Attack Goal
Table 5.6 shows how much each adversary values each attack goal. The Foreign Government
is interested only in installing backdoor software, with an emphasis on installing software on
the SCADA LAN. The Hacker is most interested in installing backdoor software but is also
interested in disrupting electricity service. The Hostile Organization is interested entirely in
service disruption and equipment damage. The Insider Engineer wants to install backdoor
software or disrupt electricity service. The Insider Operator and Insider Technician want to
disrupt electricity service. These attack goals will drive the decisions of the adversaries.
Utility Conversion Functions
The same utility conversion functions were used for all adversaries. These utility functions
were also used in the previous SCADA case study in Section 5.1.
For the current example, the cost utility function is intended to convert attack costs from
the domain of [0, 100] cost units to the range of [0, 1] utility units. Lower attack step costs
have higher utility, so a cost of zero has a utility of one. Higher costs have lower utility, so a
cost of 100 has a utility of zero. Equation 5.1 gives the complete mathematical formula for
the cost utility function. Figure 5.11 shows the shape of the cost utility curve.
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Figure 5.11: The cost utility function converts cost values from traditional cost units (e.g.,
dollars) to values on the utility scale [0, 1].
UC(c) =

1, when c < 0,
e2 − e(c/50)
e2 − 1 ,when 0 ≤ c ≤ 100,
0, when c > 100.
(5.1)
The payoff utility function is intended to convert payoff from the domain of [0, 1000] payoff
units to the range of [0, 1] utility units. Lower payoff values have lower utility, so a payoff of
zero has a utility of zero. Higher payoff values have higher utility, so a payoff of 1000 has a
utility of one. Equation 5.2 gives the complete mathematical formula for the payoff utility
function. Figure 5.12 shows the shape of the payoff utility curve.
UP (p) =

0, when p < 0,
e10/3 − e10/3
ep/300
e10/3 − 1 ,when 0 ≤ p ≤ 1000,
1, when p > 1000.
(5.2)
The detection utility function converts detection from the domain of [0, 1] probability
values to the range of [0, 1] utility units. Lower detection probabilities have higher utility, so
a detection of zero has a utility of one. Higher detection probabilities have lower utility, so a
detection of one has a utility of zero. Equation 5.3 gives the complete mathematical formula
for the detection utility function. Figure 5.13 shows the shape of the detection utility curve.
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Figure 5.12: The payoff utility function converts payoff values from traditional payoff units
(e.g., dollars) to values on the utility scale [0, 1].
UD(d) =
1− e2
e2d
1− e2 . (5.3)
By adjusting the utility conversion functions and the attack preference weights, we can
customize the ADVISE decision rule to reflect a wide variety of adversary decision priori-
ties. However, to generate provably optimal attack decisions using the alternative ADVISE
decision rule, the utility conversion functions must be linear over their appropriate domains.
5.2.4 Metrics
The purpose of this analysis is to gain insight on the likely paths chosen by different adver-
saries and the relative speed of their attacks, so we choose our metrics accordingly.
To study the preferred attack path of each adversary, we measure the average number
of attempts per attack step. Attack steps with a nonzero number of attempts are on the
preferred attack path of that adversary. Also, a high average number of attempts can indicate
an attack step that an adversary tries several times before being successful.
To determine which goals the adversary is both willing and able to achieve, we measure
the probability that an adversary has achieved the attack goal at the end of the simulation
time interval (50 hours). This measurement is collected for each attack goal.
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Figure 5.13: The detection utility function converts detection probabilities to values on the
utility scale [0, 1].
To study the speed of the adversary’s attack, we measure the average time-to-achieve-goal
for each attack goal for which the end-probability measurement is one or very close to one.
5.2.5 Results and Analysis
Having fully specified the attack execution graph, the adversary profiles, and the security
metrics, we now analyze and discuss the simulation results.
The ADVISE model is simulated using two system configurations. One configuration is an
electric power distribution system with recloser radios that enable communication between
substations and reclosers. The second configuration is a system without recloser radios. For
each configuration, we individually simulate each of the six adversaries attacking the system.
All experiments are simulated for 200 runs, which is sufficient to produce results with 95%
confidence intervals that are within ±10% of the sample mean. The time values in the model
can be interpreted in time units of hours. The cost units can be interpreted as dollars.
We first show a visualization of the expected attack path of each adversary for each of
the two system configurations (with and without recloser radios). Then we individually
examine the attack of each adversary, referring to the tables of measurements collected from
the simulations.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show how the six adversaries choose to attack the system. The
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Figure 5.14: Adversaries’ preferred attack paths (without recloser radios).
preferred attack paths are overlaid on the attack execution graph shown earlier in Figure 5.8.
The expected attack path visualizations were constructed by noting which attack steps were
attempted at least once in the time interval [0, 50] hours. A bold line was drawn through those
steps to indicate the progression of the adversary’s attack. Notice that when the addition
of recloser radios opens up a new attack vector, that vector is attractive enough that the
Hacker, the Hostile Organization, the Insider Engineer, and the Insider Operator change
their preferred attack paths. However, the Insider Technician and the Foreign Government
keep the same preferred paths.
To avoid confusion, we point out that a preferred “path” generally is not a linear path but
is instead a tree in which branches diverge when different outcomes of an attack step put
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Figure 5.15: Adversaries’ preferred attack paths (with recloser radios).
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the model into different model states. Then the adversary must pursue the most attractive
path forward given whatever the new model state is. For the attack execution graph we
are studying here, most of the Failure outcomes have no effect on the model state, so the
preferred next step is to try the same step again until it succeeds. Thus, the preferred paths
are mostly linear for this model. The exception is when an adversary pursues and reaches
one attack goal and then pursues and reaches a second attack goal. Recall that an attacker
may have more than one attack goal, and an attacker will continue attempting attack steps
as long as the attack steps are more attractive than the do-nothing attack step.
We now examine the attack results for each adversary individually.
In both system configurations, the Foreign Government achieves the attack goal of in-
stalling backdoor software on the SCADA LAN. The preferred attack path is from the
Internet to the corporate LAN to the SCADA LAN. The Foreign Government chooses the
same attack approach with and without recloser radios, and the speed of the attack is the
same (about five hours on average) (see Table 5.7). The Foreign Government demonstrates
effective attack execution in that the number of attempts per attack step is approximately
1.1 for each of the three attack steps that the Foreign Government executes (see Table 5.8).
Without recloser radios in the electric power distribution system, the Hacker’s preferred
path is the same as the Foreign Government’s. The Hacker achieves the goal of installing
backdoor software on the SCADA LAN with the same speed and the same number of at-
tempts per attack step as the Foreign Government. The reason is that the Hacker and the
Foreign Government are attempting the same attack path and have the same skill levels
relevant to achieving the SCADA LAN backdoor software goal.
However, the Hacker has a different preferred attack path when there are recloser radios
in the system. Then the Hacker’s preferred path is from the Internet to the engineering
workstation to the substation communication gateway (see Table 5.9), from which the Hacker
can send commands from the substation to the reclosers via the recloser radios. The Hacker’s
attack goal is to disrupt system-wide service, which is accomplished in a little under four
hours on average (see Table 5.10).
We can contrast the Hacker with the Foreign Government and ask why the Foreign Gov-
ernment does not switch its preferred attack path like the Hacker does when recloser radios
are introduced into the system. One main difference between these two adversaries is their
different attack goal priorities. The Hacker is interested in installing backdoor software and
disrupting service, but the Foreign Government is interested only in installing backdoor soft-
ware. The recloser radios make it easier for adversaries to disrupt service, but they do not
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really affect the path to the attack goal that the Foreign Government cares about the most.
In both system configurations, the Hostile Organization begins the attack by injecting
commands to the substation via the SCADA communication network (see Tables 5.8 and 5.9).
In the system configuration without recloser radios, the Hostile Organization chooses to alter
the protection settings on substation equipment to cause system-wide equipment damage and
service outages. In the system configuration with recloser radios, the Hostile Organization
enters the network the same way but then diverts from the original preferred path and
sends commands from multiple substations to multiple reclosers. The Hostile Organization
then chooses to cause system-wide equipment damage and service outages. In both system
configurations, the Hostile Organization pursues and achieves the same attack goals even
though a different attack path is used.
The Hostile Organization takes a longer time (approximately 15 or 16 hours total on
average) to achieve its attack goals than the Hacker or the Foreign Government. The longer
time is due to the longer execution time for injecting commands on the SCADA network,
which requires physical presence near the target. Also, injecting commands on the SCADA
network is a tricky attack step to execute correctly, as evidenced by the relatively high
number of attempts at that attack step (see Tables 5.8 and 5.9).
Without recloser radios in the electric power distribution system, the preferred path of
the Insider Engineer is a two-pronged attack (see Table 5.7). First, the Insider Engineer logs
in to a substation HMI and alters the substation protections in such a way as to cause local
equipment damage and service disruption. This is done first because it is the most attractive
attack when considering detection, cost, and payoff along with the Insider Engineer’s attack
preference weights. Then, the Insider Engineer sends commands from the engineering work-
station to multiple substations. Via this second attack path, the Insider Engineer causes
system-wide equipment damage and service disruption. This attack was performed second
because it was more attractive than doing nothing, even if it was not as attractive as the
attack path to the first attack goal. Due to the unique nature of the Insider Engineer’s
attack, the Insider Engineer performs the attack step to alter the substation protection set-
tings at least twice during every attack. However, because the two prongs of the attack
originate in different places, the effects of the attack step are different (different attack goals
are achieved). This illustrates some of the subtleties of the ADVISE attack decision function
as well as the versatility allowed in defining ADVISE attack steps.
When recloser radios are introduced, the Insider Engineer decides that an attack path
using the recloser radios is more attractive than the HMI attack vector. The new attack
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Figure 5.16: In the electric power distribution system without recloser radios, adversaries
attempt one or more attack steps to achieve their goals. This stacked bar graph shows the
average number of attempts per attack step. This graph shows the data from Table 5.8.
path allows the Insider Engineer to send commands from the engineering workstation to the
substation and then to the reclosers. After gaining control over system-wide reclosers, the
Insider Engineer causes system-wide service disruptions. With this new attack path, the
Insider Engineer is able to cause system-wide effects more quickly.
In the system configuration without recloser radios, both the Insider Operator and the
Insider Technician prefer to sabotage a single recloser. Among all the attack steps available
to them, this attack step best suits their attack preferences. It is a very quick, one-step
attack path.
When recloser radios are added to the system, the Insider Technician keeps the same
preferred attack path. However, the Insider Operator now also executes another attack
against the system by using SCADA LAN access to send commands from the SCADA LAN
to the substation and then to the reclosers. After gaining control over system-wide reclosers,
the Insider Operator causes system-wide service disruptions.
We put the attack data from Tables 5.8 and 5.9 in graph format to compare the attack
strategies of different adversaries. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 illustrate how the adversaries differ
in the number of attack step attempts they need in order to achieve their attack goals.
The technician uses a single attack step to achieve the attack goal, but that step must be
attempted 1.22 times on average to achieve the attack goal successfully. In contrast, the
foreign government uses a three-step attack but needs only 1.08 attempts on average to
achieve an attack step. An adversary with a high probability of success when attempting an
attack step will need to attempt the attack fewer times on average to successfully complete
it.
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Figure 5.17: In the electric power distribution system with recloser radios, adversaries
attempt one or more attack steps to achieve their goals. This stacked bar graph shows the
average number of attempts per attack step. This graph shows the data from Table 5.9.
We also put the attack data from Tables 5.7 and 5.10 in graph format. Figures 5.18
and 5.19 show the average times for an adversary to achieve an attack goal without and
with recloser radios, respectively. The attack speed depends heavily on which attack goal is
achieved. An attack goal takes longer for the adversary to achieve if the attack path contains
more attack steps, more repeated attempts of attack steps (caused by a lower probability
of success), and/or slower attack steps (as defined by the attack step time distributions).
When recloser radios are added to the system, some adversaries pursue different attack goals,
and that shift in goals affects the average time needed to achieve their attack goals. Other
adversaries pursue the same attack goals but use different attack paths, and that change
affects their attack speeds.
By comparing the simulated attacks of the adversaries before and after the recloser radios
are added to the system, we can see that the recloser radios provide an attractive attack
vector whose existence convinces the Hacker, the Hostile Organization, the Insider Engineer,
and the Insider Operator to deviate from their original attack path. From Figure 5.15
(showing the configuration containing recloser radios), we can identify the attack step to
send commands from substations to reclosers as a commonly selected attack step (four of
the six adversaries use it).
A logical reaction to this insight might be to modify the system to decrease the adversary’s
probability of success and thus lower the attractiveness of this attack step. However, we
must then confront the question of how good the defense must be to sufficiently lower the
attractiveness of this attack step.
To study this new defense strength question, we modify the parameters of our original
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Figure 5.18: In the electric power distribution system without recloser radios, adversaries
have different attack speeds. The attack goals are labeled. The engineer appears twice.
This graph shows the data from Table 5.7.
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model and run additional simulations. We vary the probability of success for the SendCom-
mandstoReclosersfromSS attack step from 0.2 to 0.9 in 0.1 increments. We examine the
simulation results to determine the highest probability of success at which each adversary
would stop using the SendCommandstoReclosersfromSS attack step as part of an attractive,
preferred attack path.
For the Insider Engineer and the Insider Operator, that probability is 0.3, and for the
Hacker and the Hostile Organization, that probability is 0.4. These are rough approxi-
mations, but they still provide some insight into the level of security required in order to
measurably improve the security of the system.
5.2.6 Repair Model
ADVISE models can be linked with other types of discrete-event simulation models by shar-
ing state variables. This capability enables us to build auxiliary models to model other
aspects of the system not captured in an ADVISE model. For example, we can construct
a repair model in which system compromises are detected and the system is restored to an
uncompromised state after the repair period is complete. The repair model is implemented
using a stochastic activity network (SAN) model [23].
In our example, the adversary decision explores state changes based only on the ADVISE
model state changes and on the SAN model state changes connected with instantaneous
activities that are fired when the ADVISE model changes state. (This is due to the current
implementation of ADVISE in the Mo¨bius tool.) As a result, the adversary may make
different attack decisions with a repair model than without one.
Other implementation policies for composing ADVISE and SAN models are possible. One
alternative is that the adversary attack decision is based solely on the ADVISE model state.
In this case, the adversary decision is calculated as if the SAN repair model did not exist.
A second alternative policy is that the adversary’s attack decision is informed by not only
the instantaneous state changes in the SAN repair model but also the timed (delayed) state
changes in the SAN repair model.
Figure 5.20 shows a SAN model representing the repair of the minor equipment damage
and minor service disruption caused when one recloser is sabotaged. The repair time is
exponential with mean 6 hours because a repair technician must visit the location to repair
the damaged equipment and restore electricity service. Note that this repair model does
nothing to prevent the attack from reoccurring, so as soon as the model state becomes
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Figure 5.20: Repair model for minor equipment damage and minor service disruption.
uncompromised, the adversary will again start attacking.
We study the case of the Insider Technician, who decides to sabotage a single recloser. The
Insider Technician causes minor equipment damage and minor service disruption in 0.1 hours
on average. Without the repair model, the Insider Technician attempts the recloser sabotage
attack step 1.22 times on average during the time interval [0, 50 hours].
After the repair model is added, the Insider Technician must reattack the recloser each
time it is repaired. With the repair model, the Insider Technician attempts the recloser
sabotage attack step 10.6 times on average during the time interval [0, 50 hours]. During
that same time interval, the recloser was in a damaged state 90.8% of the time, compared
with 99.8% of the time without the repair model. Although in this instance the repair model
is overpowered by a quick-working adversary (the average time-to-compromise is 0.1 hours,
and the average time-to-repair is 6 hours), this example still demonstrates how repair models
can interact with ADVISE models.
5.2.7 Impact Model
In addition to the repair model, we can also link an ADVISE model to an impact model
to help gauge the severity and the impact of system compromises on external entities. For
example, Figure 5.21 shows a SAN model representing how service disruptions in the electric
power distribution system are likely to affect Acme Business. (SAN models are formally
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Figure 5.21: Impact model for service disruption.
defined in [24].) The impact model functions as follows: when there is a minor service
disruption, Acme Business has a 1% chance of an electricity outage; when there is a local
service disruption, Acme Business has a 10% chance of an electricity outage; and when there
is a major service disruption, Acme Business has a 100% chance of an electricity outage.
Continuing our study of the Insider Technician with the repair model from the previous
section, we add the impact model and run additional simulations. The simulation results
report that Acme Business experiences an electricity outage for approximately 1% of the
time interval [0, 50 hours].
An impact model enables us to analyze the severity of a compromise from the perspective
of those who depend on or defend the system. For example, an impact model can be used
to assess the degradation in the operation of the system due to adversary attacks. Impact
models can also simulate the cascading effects of adversary attacks.
5.2.8 Using the Alternative Attractiveness Function
The case study results reported up to this point were generated with the original attractive-
ness function (Equation (3.7)). We now present results from the electric power distribution
97
system case study using the alternative attractiveness function given in Section 3.4.
The analysis using the alternative attractiveness function uses the same system descrip-
tion described in Section 5.2.1, the same possible attacks against the system described in
Section 5.2.2 (with one minor modification, noted below), and the same metrics described
in Section 5.2.4. The analysis uses a set of six adversaries similar to those described in Sec-
tion 5.2.3: a Foreign Government, a Hacker, a Hostile (Terrorist) Organization, an Insider
Engineer, an Insider SCADA Operator, and an Insider Technician. The adversaries in the
new analysis use different attack preference weights and utility functions.
Table 5.11 provides the new preference weights for the adversaries’ attack decisions. Recall
that the preference weights are used in conjunction with the utility functions to evaluate the
relative attractiveness of attack steps during the adversary attack decision.
The new utility functions are linear so that the attack decisions produced using the alter-
native ADVISE decision rule are provably optimal (see Theorem 3.4). For this case study,
the same utility conversion functions are used for all adversaries.
The cost utility function converts attack costs from the domain of [0, 60000] cost units to
the range of [0, 1] utility units. Equation (5.4) gives the mathematical formula for the cost
utility function.
UC(c) =
−c
60000
+ 1. (5.4)
The payoff utility function converts payoff from the domain of [0, 1000] payoff units to the
range of [0, 1] utility units. Equation (5.5) gives the mathematical formula for the payoff
utility function.
UP (p) =
p
1000
. (5.5)
The log nondetection utility function converts log nondetection values from the domain
of [−18, 0] to the range of [0, 1] utility units. Equation (5.6) gives the mathematical formula
for the log nondetection utility function.
UF (f) =
−f
6 · log 0.001 + 1. (5.6)
To avoid having a logarithm of zero in the decision computation, we slightly modified the
attack execution graph so that the probability of detection is never exactly one. Specifically,
the attack step AlterSSProtectionSettings outcome with probability of detection 1.0 in the
original attack execution graph was changed to have a probability of detection 0.999. That
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was the only change we made to the attack execution graph for this analysis.
5.2.9 Results and Analysis
As in the original analysis, the ADVISE model was simulated using two system configura-
tions. One configuration was an electric power distribution system with recloser radios that
enabled communication between substations and reclosers. The second configuration was a
system without recloser radios. For each configuration, we individually simulated each of the
six adversaries attacking the system. All experiments were simulated for 100 runs, and the
results were averaged across the 100 runs. The time values in the model can be interpreted
in time units of hours. The cost units can be interpreted as dollars.
We first discuss the results generated using the alternative attractiveness function. Later
we will compare these results with the results from the original model. We begin with
a visualization of the expected attack path of each adversary for each of the two system
configurations (with and without recloser radios).
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show how the six adversaries choose to attack the system. The
preferred attack paths are overlaid on the attack execution graph shown earlier in Figure 5.8.
We constructed the expected attack path visualizations by noting which attack steps were
attempted at least once in the time interval [0, 50] hours. A bold line is shown through those
steps to indicate the progression of the adversary’s attack. Notice that when the addition of
recloser radios opens up a new attack vector, that vector is attractive enough that the Foreign
Government, the Hostile Organization, the Insider Engineer, and the Insider Operator change
their preferred attack paths. However, the Insider Technician and the Hacker keep the same
preferred paths.
Tables 5.12 and 5.13 (and the corresponding graphs in Figures 5.24 and 5.25) provide data
on the average time for an adversary to achieve an attack goal without and with recloser
radios, respectively. The attack speed depends heavily on which attack goal is achieved. An
attack goal takes longer for the adversary to achieve if the attack path contains more attack
steps, more repeated attempts of attack steps (caused by a lower probability of success),
and/or slower attack steps (as defined by the attack step time distributions). When recloser
radios are added to the system, some adversaries pursue different attack goals, and that
shift in goals affects the average time needed to achieve their attack goals. Other adversaries
pursue the same attack goals but use different attack paths, and that change affects their
attack speeds.
100
Hacker, 
Foreign Gov.
Insider Engineer
Hostile Org.
Insider Technician, 
Insider Operator
(no attack)
 
Figure 5.22: Adversaries’ preferred attack paths (without recloser radios) using alternative
attractiveness function.
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Foreign Gov.Hacker
Insider Engineer
Hostile Org.Insider Operator
Insider Technician, 
Insider Operator 
Figure 5.23: Adversaries’ preferred attack paths (with recloser radios) using alternative
attractiveness function.
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Figure 5.24: In the electric power distribution system without recloser radios, adversaries
have different attack speeds. The attack goals are labeled. For these results, the adversary
uses the alternative attractiveness function to make attack decisions. The hostile
organization does not achieve any attack goals. This graph shows the data from Table 5.12.
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Figure 5.25: In the electric power distribution system with recloser radios, adversaries have
different attack speeds. The attack goals are labeled. For these results, the adversary uses
the alternative attractiveness function to make attack decisions. The insider operator and
foreign government appear twice. This graph shows the data from Table 5.13.
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Figure 5.26: In the electric power distribution system without recloser radios, adversaries
attempt one or more attack steps to achieve their goals. This stacked bar graph shows the
average number of attempts per attack step when the adversary uses the alternative
attractiveness function to make attack decisions. This graph shows the data from
Table 5.14.
Tables 5.14 and 5.15 (and the corresponding graphs in Figures 5.26 and 5.27) provide data
on how the adversaries differ in the number of attack step attempts they need to achieve
their attack goals. An adversary with a high probability of success when attempting an
attack step will need to attempt the attack fewer times on average to successfully complete
it.
As expected, the results generated using the alternative attractiveness function are similar
to the results generated using the original attractiveness function. For the system configura-
tion without recloser radios, the Hacker, Foreign Government, Insider Operator, and Insider
Technician achieve the same attack goals and follow the same attack paths as in the original
results. The remaining two adversaries are less aggressive in their attacks. When using the
alternative attractiveness function, the Insider Engineer follows a subset of the attack path
reported in the original results and thus achieves only a subset of the attack goals achieved
in the original results. The Hostile Organization chooses to attempt no attack at all when
using the alternative attractiveness function.
For the system configuration that does include recloser radios, the Hostile Organization
and the Technician using the alternative attractiveness function achieve the same attack
goals and follow the same attack paths as in the original results. When using the alternative
attractiveness function, the Insider Engineer and Insider Operator follow attack paths and
achieve attack goals that are similar to those in the original results. In both sets of results,
they choose to use the newly available recloser radio attack step. The Hacker pursues a
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Figure 5.27: In the electric power distribution system with recloser radios, adversaries
attempt one or more attack steps to achieve their goals. This stacked bar graph shows the
average number of attempts per attack step when the adversary uses the alternative
attractiveness function to make attack decisions. This graph shows the data from
Table 5.15.
different attack goal when using the alternative attractiveness function and follows a less
aggressive attack path. In contrast, the Foreign Government attacks more aggressively when
using the alternative attractiveness function. In the new results, the Foreign Government
installs backdoor software on the reclosers as well as on the SCADA LAN.
The original results helped us identify the attack step SendCommandstoReclosersfromSS
as a commonly selected attack step. (Four of the six adversaries use it.) We note that
the same insight can be gleaned from the new results. Using the alternative attractiveness
function, four of the six adversaries use that same SendCommandstoReclosersfromSS attack
step when it is available. These results indicate that the recloser radios provide an attractive
attack vector.
In summary, the alternative attractiveness function with other minor modifications to the
model generates results and insights similar to those from the original model. The proof of
Theorem 3.4 shows that the alternative attractiveness function used with appropriate utility
functions is provably optimal. The similarity of the new case study results to the original
results suggests that the alternative attractiveness function may be able to produce results
that are not only mathematically optimal but also reasonable.
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5.3 Summary
The case studies in this chapter demonstrate that the ADVISE method is usable in realistic
system security analysis situations. The studies illustrate how the ADVISE method can aid
security analysts in producing a holistic quantitative evaluation of system-level security.
The ADVISE method enables analysts to gain valuable insight on system security. Results
from ADVISE can help identify critical points in system security defenses and can aid system
owners and administrators in deciding how to spend effort and money most effectively to
measurably improve the system’s defenses against adversaries.
One premise of the ADVISE analysis method is that the adversaries are rational decision-
makers who weigh the cost of attempting the attacks and the risk of detection against the
payoff value of the attack goals they hope to achieve. Given multiple possible attack vectors,
they will choose paths that best meet their attack objectives and suit their attack preferences.
For hardened systems with high detection risk and high attack cost for the adversaries
relative to the payoff, rational adversaries may decide that the system is not worth attacking.
Systems containing attack targets with particularly low payoff values to adversaries may also
not be worth attacking, even with relatively low detection and attack cost. This fact implies
that low-attack-value targets may not need military-grade security, especially given practical
budget constraints.
We argue that a system does not require perfect security (if such a thing exists); it just
needs security that is good enough to defend its assets against the threats that it faces.
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CHAPTER 6
RELATED WORK
ADVISE is a method to produce holistic quantitative security assessments to aid system-
level security design decisions by evaluating alternatives. As stated in Chapter 1, ADVISE
was motivated by aspects of both model-based security analysis (such as attack graphs and
privileges graphs) and adversary-based analysis (such as MORDA and NRAT).
We compare ADVISE with the two closest alternative system security evaluation methods.
Unlike ADVISE, these other security analysis methods use network scanners to gather input
about the system. That means that a system must be operational before a security analysis
can be conducted using those analysis methods. In contrast, ADVISE can be used for design
decisions before the system is deployed or before network changes are implemented. The
security of several configuration options can be analyzed before one is chosen for deployment.
6.1 Comparison with TVA and CAULDRON
Researchers at George Mason University developed the Topological Vulnerability Analysis
(TVA) tool [25] to automatically generate attack graphs based on input from a network
vulnerability scanner. The researchers developed a database of vulnerabilities that specifies
a precondition and postcondition for each vulnerability. The system information from the
scanner and the vulnerability information from the database are combined with information
about the starting state and goal state of the attacker to create an attack graph. The analysis
of the attack graph finds a minimum set of conditions such that the attacker can reach the
attack goal.
To improve the TVA tool by adding visualization capabilities, the researchers at George
Mason University developed a tool called Combinatorial Analysis Utilizing Logical Depen-
dencies Residing on Networks (CAULDRON) [26], which is now available as a commercial
tool.
CAULDRON is similar to ADVISE in that there is a forward and backward traversal of
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attack paths towards the attack goal. On the forward traversal, CAULDRON finds paths to
the attack goals. On the backward traversal, CAULDRON prunes off irrelevant parts. This
forward and backward traversal of possible attack paths is similar to the construction of a
SLAT in the ADVISE method.
CAULDRON differs from ADVISE in that a CAULDRON analysis deals with only one
attack goal per attack graph analysis. An ADVISE analysis can study how an adversary with
multiple attack goals decides to attack a system. Also, CAULDRON assumes monotonicity
in that an attacker never backtracks or loses ground during an attack. ADVISE does not
impose that restriction. Allowing backtracking enables ADVISE to model the possibility
that an attack step attempt may fail catastrophically, placing the adversary in a state very
different from the state before the attempt or the state resulting from a successful attack
attempt.
The most substantial difference between CAULDRON and ADVISE is that CAULDRON
performs a reachability analysis (which attack paths are possible?), while ADVISE performs
a likelihood analysis (which attack paths are likely?). Also, because ADVISE models include
time, ADVISE can give insight on the speed of an attack.
6.2 Comparison with NetSPA and GARNET
Researchers at MIT Lincoln Laboratory developed a system called NETwork Security and
Planning Architecture (NetSPA) [27] to generate attack graphs more efficiently than previous
methods did. They achieve this efficiency by building multiple-prerequisite graphs. There
are three types of nodes in a multiple-prerequisite graph. State nodes describe the attacker’s
access on a host. Edges point from state nodes to prerequisite nodes to indicate which
prerequisites a state gives an attacker. Then, edges point from prerequisite nodes to vulner-
ability instance nodes to indicate which prerequisites are needed to exploit a vulnerability.
The exploitation of a vulnerability instance provides the attacker with more states.
NetSPA receives input data from a network vulnerability scanner and vulnerability data-
bases. NetSPA also computes reachability, determining how an attacker can maximally
exploit a system’s defenses. NetSPA assumes monotonicity in attack progress and does not
analyze the time required to execute an attack.
To facilitate the analysis of attack graphs generated by NetSPA, an interactive visualiza-
tion tool called Graphical Attack Graph and Reachability Network Evaluation Tool (GAR-
NET) [28] was developed.
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NetSPA does not include noncyber attacks, such as physical attacks and social engineering
attacks. Social engineering is when attackers manipulate people in order to obtain sensitive
information or unauthorized access. In contrast, ADVISE is a general formalism for repre-
senting attacks that can accommodate physical, social, and cyber attacks in a single attack
execution graph. That flexibility enables ADVISE to examine attack paths that cross the
boundaries between those three areas. NetSPA also differs from ADVISE in many of the
same ways that CAULDRON does, including the attack monotonicity assumption and the
lack of attack time analysis.
6.3 Benefits of ADVISE
While tools like CAULDRON and NetSPA perform detailed configuration analyses of de-
ployed systems, ADVISE focuses on analyzing architectural-level vulnerabilities, in both
hypothetical and implemented systems.
One benefit of ADVISE is that using it does not require the large overhead of developing
databases of the preconditions and postconditions of thousands or hundreds of thousands
of vulnerabilities. The ADVISE formalism does not dictate the level of abstraction used to
represent the system and the attacks against the system. The analyst can describe attacks
in terms of large or small granularity.
Another benefit of ADVISE is that it is not limited to cyber-based attacks. ADVISE can
help analyze the security of any type of attack that can be represented as a sequence of
attacks in which the attacker gains access and knowledge and achieves attack goals. This
includes physical attacks and social engineering attacks.
ADVISE is an advancement over other system security analysis methods because AD-
VISE models how the characterization of different adversaries impacts their attack deci-
sions. ADVISE enables analysts to consider how adversary attack preferences influence
attack decisions. ADVISE also contains the notion of the “do-nothing” attack step, whereby
the attractiveness of not executing any attack step is weighed against the attractiveness of
executing the other attack steps.
The inclusion of attack time in an ADVISE simulation analysis is also significant in that
it enables ADVISE to report metrics on the speed of an adversary’s attack.
Not least among the benefits of ADVISE is that the exercise of modeling system security
using ADVISE encourages system security analysts to think carefully about possible attacks.
Previously unstated assumptions about system security become codified in the model so
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that the assumptions can be peer-reviewed by subject matter experts. The construction
of an ADVISE model can bring together the expertise of many different subject matter
experts (adversary characterization and behavior experts, attack experts, system architecture
experts, and others). Including the expertise of all relevant subject matter experts promotes
well-informed security decisions.
The adversary characterization ideas used in ADVISE were first explored in [15]. The early
development of the ADVISE method is described in [1]. As the method has matured and
been implemented as a tool, many parts have been modified. The most recent publication
of the ADVISE method is [2], which supersedes [1].
6.4 Limitations of ADVISE
The ADVISE method is useful for synthesizing details about adversaries and system vulner-
abilities into a quantitative holistic system security assessment. However, the method may
not be ideal in all situations. The ADVISE method requires a large quantity of input data
about the system and its adversaries. When some information is not known exactly, subject
matter experts are often able to give a reasonable estimate that is sufficient for analysis
purposes. However, when the appropriate subject matter experts either do not exist or are
not available, then the ADVISE method is not recommended. When the input data set is
incomplete, it may still be possible to make some assumptions and then use ADVISE to
obtain results dependent on those assumptions that are beneficial to decision-makers.
The ADVISE method is also not intended for detailed configuration analysis, such as a
firewall rule check. Other tools already exist that provide real-time network configuration
analysis. ADVISE is intended to provide insight on the security aspects of hypothetical
system architectures before they are built.
6.5 Assumptions of ADVISE
The ADVISE system security evaluation method is based on some assumptions about the
nature of attacks, adversaries, and adversary attack decisions.
About attacks, we assume that attacks against systems can be described as sequences of
individual attack steps. We assume that the security state of the system under attack can be
adequately represented by a model state consisting of access, knowledge, and attack goals.
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We also assume independence between the probabilities of different attack steps (or, at least,
we assume that the dependence can be fully expressed through the model state).
About adversaries, we assume static adversary preferences. The analysis is over a short
enough time period that desperation and other preference-changing factors do not affect the
adversary. We also assume static adversary skill levels. We assume that the adversary has
perfect knowledge of the system attack options (up to the planning horizon depth), including
the probability of success.
About attack decisions, we assume that adversary attack decisions are based on attack
preferences in three areas: cost, detection, and payoff. The choice of these particular attack
preference areas was based on the three main things that drive attack decisions, according
to subject matter experts: cost, probabilistic risk, and probabilistic payoff. We assume that
the three criteria accurately capture the decision criteria of real adversaries. We assume that
multiple-objective decision analysis (MODA) is applicable, so that we can consider decisions
as being based on the linear combination of those three criteria. Finally, we assume that
that planning horizon can be expressed as a number of attack steps, not an amount of attack
execution time.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
Security was once considered a binary quantity (the system is either secure or not), but we
now recognize that levels of security are more accurately regarded as a continuum. At one
end of the continuum, a system is considered perfectly secure because it is impervious to
compromise (an optimistic view, to be sure!). At the other end, a system is considered com-
pletely insecure because all systems are susceptible to compromise given a formidable enough
adversary (a pessimistic, worst-case view). Real-world systems fall somewhere between these
extremes, with some systems being arguably more secure than others. Security metrics en-
able analysts to quantify the differences in security between systems. Which system is more
secure? Is it more secure by a lot or by a little?
Security metrics enable analysts to compare different system architectures on the basis
of their security strength. These types of security metrics are inherently predictive metrics
that ideally should provide insight on how adversaries are likely to attack the system. In this
way, security metrics can help analysts identify and correct the weak points in a system’s
defense.
To produce model-based quantitative security metrics, we have formally defined and im-
plemented the ADversary VIew Security Evaluation (ADVISE) method. In an ADVISE
model, attack steps are precisely defined and organized into an attack execution graph, and
an adversary profile captures a particular adversary’s attack preferences and attack goals.
We create executable security models that combine information from the attack execution
graph, the adversary profile, and the desired security metrics to produce quantitative met-
rics data. The ADVISE model execution algorithms use the adversary profile and the attack
execution graph to simulate how the adversary is likely to attack the system. The adversary
selects the best next attack step by evaluating the attractiveness of several attack steps,
considering cost, payoff, and the probability of detection. The attack step decision function
This chapter contains previously published material by E. LeMay, M. D. Ford, K. Keefe, W. H. Sanders,
and C. Muehrcke [2]. The material from [2] is reused by permission of IEEE and was published in Proceedings
of the 8th International Conference on Quantitative Evaluation of SysTems (QEST 2011).
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compares the attractiveness of different attack steps by incorporating the adversary’s attack
preferences and attack goals. The attack step decision function uses a state look-ahead tree
to recursively compute how future attack decisions influence the attractiveness values of the
current attack step options.
System architects can use ADVISE to compare the security strength of system architecture
variants and analyze the threats posed by different adversaries. The practical application of
ADVISE has been demonstrated in two case studies. One case study examined the security of
two variants of a SCADA system architecture against attacks from five types of adversaries.
The other case study analyzed the security of an electric power distribution system. These
case studies demonstrated how the quantitative security metrics produced by ADVISE can
aid system design and provide insight on system security.
7.1 Extensions and Applications
The ADVISE method can be extended and applied in many ways.
7.1.1 Increasing the Usability of the ADVISE Method and Tool
One limitation of the current ADVISE method is the need to gather a large volume of
information to populate an ADVISE model. The development of libraries to store and
efficiently reuse adversary profile data and attack step data would help increase the usability
of the ADVISE method. When a security analyst is assessing the security of multiple similar
systems facing the same adversaries, the adversary characterization data could be reused
and modified as needed to fit the specific system. Analysts who construct ADVISE security
models for many similar systems could also benefit from the development of libraries of
attack step templates. The attack step templates would include default values for the input
parameters.
The current ADVISE method and tool are suitable for use by security modeling experts.
Further work is necessary to make the ADVISE method and tool widely accessible to and
usable by a broader range of users. One option is to implement a simplified user interface
for the ADVISE tool that divides the modeling task between domain experts and security
experts. The domain experts would use their domain knowledge to construct simple system
block diagrams to represent connections between components in the system of interest. Se-
curity experts would populate a database specifying the possible attack steps against each
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type of component. Then the block diagram would be automatically combined with the
attack step data about the components to generate an attack execution graph.
7.1.2 Combining ADVISE Models with Other Types of Models
Another way to extend the ADVISE method is to combine ADVISE models with other types
of models. This extension would make it possible to study the interactions between models.
For example, the adversary-perspective ADVISE model could be combined with the user-
perspective Multiple-Asymmetric-Utility System Model [29] to study how adversary actions
and user actions can interact and affect system security. The Mo¨bius abstract functional
interface facilitates combining multiple smaller models into one larger model using shared
state variables.
7.1.3 Alternative Analysis Techniques
This thesis focused on simulation-based analysis techniques for ADVISE models, but other
nonsimulation analysis techniques are possible. One example is reachability analysis. How-
ever, attack graphs already do reachability analysis, so it is difficult to justify the time it
would take to build a sophisticated attack execution graph solely for reachability analysis
when an attack graph will do.
Another possible nonsimulation analysis technique is to report the preferred attack path
(or preferred attack tree, if the preferred path diverges based on the outcome of an attack
step attempt). This preferred attack path/tree is equivalent to a pruned SLAT whose root
node is the initial model state. Since the existing ADVISE algorithms can already generate
the preferred attack path/tree, the future work is in the design of a good visualization and
numerical report of the preferred attack path/tree.
7.1.4 Exploring Applications Beyond Cyber Security
One final area of future work is the application of the ADVISE method beyond cyber security
evaluation. The concepts represented in an attack execution graph (access domains, knowl-
edge items, attack skills, and attack goals) are all present in physical security. For example,
an analyst could construct attack execution graphs modeling possible attacks against border
control or aviation security.
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Whatever the application domain, the ADVISE method can be used to obtain a high-level,
holistic, quantitative system security assessment by aggregating low-level security-relevant
information.
7.2 Future Work
More work is needed to validate security metrics as accurate predictive measures of system
security. Security analysts need to know if they are measuring the right things to gauge the
security strength of a system. Metrics validation efforts would involve the collection and
analysis of large quantities of security data, including both predictive metrics and incidence
reports.
However, public release of security data is a sensitive issue for private companies. Compa-
nies may be more likely to allow a trusted third party to aggregate and analyze the security
data than to release the data publicly. One possible trusted third party would be an insur-
ance company offering computer security insurance. In exchange for releasing their security
data to the insurance company (and paying an appropriate insurance premium), the compa-
nies would receive insurance against catastrophic security compromises. Actuarial scientists
already have experience calculating car, home, and life insurance rates based on known risk
factors. When security risk factors can be reliably measured, computer security insurance
can become common, with lower premiums for systems with better security. Insurance com-
panies have strong profit incentives to determine accurately which security practices actually
lower the likelihood of compromise and to encourage the use of such practices.
Security metrics are important for rational business decisions involving system security.
Decision-makers commonly use performance metrics, reliability metrics, and cost metrics
to inform their decisions. Security metrics should become another standard part of well-
informed decisions.
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APPENDIX A
TOOL IMPLEMENTATION OF ADVISE
Mo¨bius developer Ken Keefe led the implementation of the ADVISE model formalism as an
atomic model inside the Mo¨bius modeling framework and tool [18]. The enhanced Mo¨bius
tool now provides a graphical user interface to ease the collection of ADVISE input data and
automates the generation and solution of ADVISE executable models.
A.1 ADVISE Model Inputs
The tool work flow consists of model creation, metrics specification, and study definitions,
followed by model generation and execution. The project manager window (see Figure A.1)
displays a list of all the parts of one project.
For model creation, the ADVISE atomic model editor was added to the Mo¨bius tool. The
tool’s graphical user interface allows security analysts to create attack execution graphs on a
canvas and then enter the attack step data needed for the ADVISE method (see Figure A.2).
The palette of components (Access, Knowledge, Skill, Attack Step, Goal, Connection) is on
the left-hand side. The user selects the component type and then adds new components
on the canvas. The connection feature allows the user to connect access, knowledge, skill,
and goal components to attack step components. When a component is selected, the details
about the component appear on the right-hand portion of the screen. For access, knowledge,
skill, and goal components, the user can modify the name of that component. For the attack
step component, the user can modify the name and specify all the data required for an
ADVISE attack step: attack cost, attack execution time, preconditions, and outcomes.
A separate tab in the same editor window enables the input of the adversary profile data
(see Figure A.3). The profile includes the adversary’s name, planning horizon, and attack
preference weights for cost, payoff, and detection. The user must also provide input values
for the adversary’s skill levels, initial access, initial knowledge, and goal payoff valuation.
The tool populates lists of all the skill, access, knowledge, and goal components present in
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Figure A.1: Screenshot from the ADVISE tool (project manager).
the attack execution graph. The user selects from those master lists to create the adversary
profile.
For metrics specification, the Mo¨bius tool contains a reward variable editor (see Fig-
ure A.4). Users can add metrics (called reward variables in Mo¨bius) by giving a reward
function and the times at which the metric is to be computed. For example, a metric spec-
ification could tell the Mo¨bius simulation to record the probability that an adversary has
achieved a particular attack goal at a particular time point.
For study definitions, global variables used elsewhere in the model are assigned values in
the study editor (see Figure A.5). An experiment is defined by the values it assigns to the
global variables. For manipulating large numbers of global variables and experiments, the
tool provides a way to export and import the variable values from the tool in a spreadsheet
format. The study editor was already part of the Mo¨bius tool before the implementation of
the ADVISE model formalism.
A.2 ADVISE Model Generation and Execution
The simulation editor (see Figure A.6) allows the user to set up the simulation parameters
and then compile all the user-input data into executable simulation models. The pre-existing
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Figure A.3: Screenshot from the ADVISE tool (adversary profile editor).
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Figure A.4: Screenshot from the ADVISE tool (metrics specification editor).
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Figure A.5: Screenshot from the ADVISE tool (study editor).
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Figure A.6: Screenshot from the ADVISE tool (simulation interface).
state-based model simulation and solution capabilities of the Mo¨bius tool are used to execute
the model and record the desired metrics data. The results are written to text and csv files.
The discrete-event simulation consists of states and state changes (also called actions).
The model state (formally defined in Section 2.3) reflects the progress of the adversary in
attacking the system. The state variables include the set of access domains that the adversary
can access, the set of knowledge items that the adversary possesses, and the set of attack
goals the adversary has achieved. The initial model state is derived from the adversary
profile.
Actions cause the model state to change. In an ADVISE model, the state changes are due
to adversary attack decisions and attack step outcomes. When the simulation begins, the
model is put in the initial state. Then the adversary makes an attack decision and chooses
the best next attack step to attempt. The simulation selects one outcome of that attack step
stochastically using the outcome probability distributions defined in the attack execution
graph. Based on the attack step outcome, the model state is updated. For example, if
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the attack step outcome was that the adversary had successfully logged on to an internal
network, the state change might include adding that internal network access to the set of
access domains that the adversary can access.
For each simulation run, the model begins in the initial state. Then the adversary makes
an attack decision, an outcome results, and the state is updated. The process repeats,
and the simulation continues until the end time or ending condition is reached. As the
simulation executes, the metrics data requested by the user are collected and saved to a file.
The simulator executes many simulation runs and averages the metrics data across all runs.
A.3 Conclusion
The ADVISE tool implementation using the Mo¨bius modeling framework provides a practical
way to use the ADVISE concepts and theory to build models and analyze systems.
The ADVISE tool implementation was used to complete the case studies in Chapter 5
and the execution time performance analysis in Section 3.5. During the summer of 2011,
a select group of people from academia, government, and industry participated in an alpha
trial of the ADVISE tool implementation. To aid new users of the tool, the ADVISE team
developed an extensive tutorial and a users’ manual.
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